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“We proclaim him (Christ), admonishing (counselling)
and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that we
ٺނԳڇഗᅮ㠪ݙݙ٤٤֧ࠩچ壀૿ছΖݺՈڼ
may present everyone perfect (mature) in Christ. To
ે Δ ᅃ ထ  ݺ ڇ ה㠪 ૿ ሎ  شऱ Օ ౨ Δ ጐ ֨ ጣ Ժ Ζ ωʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
this end I labour, struggling with all his energy, which
so powerfully works in me.” (Col 1:28-29)
ΰ۫1Κ28-29α

ψݺଚႚཆהΔਢش壆ऱཕᐝᣠٺݹԳΕඒᖄٺԳΔ

ݺଚਢ״ႚ
ཆળᗫഗᅮΔ࠰
ܑܗԳᎁᢝ֗ᇿ
ᙟળᗫΔࠀຘ
መᣠ֗ݹඒᖄ壀
ऱటΔᨃ壀ऱ
Օ౨ࠐࡎسऱ

We are called to proclaim Jesus, help people know
and follow Him, and change their lives through
counselling and teaching God’s truths, so that they
can mature into the image of Jesus.
We live in a post-modern world where widespread
skepticism, disbelief, prejudice and opposition exist to
challenge Jesus and Christian truths. Despite our
great efforts, it seems like our work in evangelism is
not as effective as before.

᧢ޏΔאીݺଚ
ޓ౨נ壀ऱݮ
ွΖ
ݺଚڇ৵ז
ऱΔࠩך
؞ထኙഗᅮట
ऱᡖጊΕլॾ
ٚΕೣߠ֗ᑅ
ီΙᕣጥጣԺۖ۩Δݺଚڇႚ壂ଃՂڕڶመ߷ڶ
࣠யΖ
ႚอאՕীፋᄎ֗೯ࠐႚᝑ壂ଃऱڤݮΔլ౨൷ᤛ߷
ࠄᣄא൷ᤛऱᆢ᧯ΖڇઔߒԳଚᤚᏖኙהଚૹڶ
ࢤऱᓳխΔࠏڕ٤ࢤऱGallup Millennium SurveyΔ
ࡲඒᥛ٨۟լ່ڍլૹऱۯᆜΙۖߪ᧯ൈ֗
ࢉ壂୮அঞԫऴ່ڇښऱۯᆜΖ
ݺଚؘႊאཕᐝࠐ൷ᤛ߷ࠄش৵ז৸ፂֱڤऱԳᆢΖ
ݺଚൕԳଚऱᏁנ࿇Δፖהଚ৬مᣂএΔࠀඒᖄᔞ
ה࣍شଚऱᆣᆖటΖݺଚؘႊᚥהܗଚࠩ۞աటإ
᥆ᨋऱᏁ֗ᆖᖵ壀ऱటᒔΕფ֗ॾኔΖሒࠩຍរΔ
ݺଚאױהଚऱᏁᡷܫΔ֧Ꮖהଚᎁᢝળᗫ֗ॾ

Traditional methods of evangelism, mass rallies and
organized events are failing to reach the unreached.
In the worldwide Gallup Millennium Survey, which
gathers information on what is important to people’s
lives, religion ranks near the bottom. Consistently
ranked at the top are good health and happy
families.
We must use the wisdom from God to reach the
people with this post-modern mindset. We should start
with meeting their needs, building loving relationships
with them, and teaching them Bible truths that can
be applied. We must help them see their real spiritual
needs and experience God’s reality, love and
faithfulness. This can be done through praying and
leading them to Jesus and the community of
believers, where brokenness is healed and
relationships are restored.
With this vision in mind, the Emotional Quotient (EQ)
ministries in both Cantonese and Mandarin began
more than 15 years ago. Over this period, we found
Jesus’ strategy to be quite effective in reaching the
lost. People came to our courses with emotional
needs, personal issues, self-esteem deficits, health
problems, marital conflicts, and difficulties in raising
their young children. They desperately yearned for
happiness, hope, loving relationships and nurturing
families.

ஈऱ୮Ζ߷ڇ㠪ΔధᅷױᛧଥᇖΔᣂএٍא༚ࡉΖ
ښထຍଡནΔᆕ֗ഏऱൣፃཕഛಝࠃՠբၲ
୶၌መԼնڣΖڇመװऱழၴΔݺଚ࿇ຍጟ༈ބಮ؈
ԳᆢऱฃৰڶயΖԳଚထൣፃऱܺឫΕଡԳംᠲΕ
܅ᆵऱ۞༇ΕൈംᠲΕദৗᓢડ֗ඒ塄Ֆऱܺᣄࠐ
ࠩףՠܽ܂ΖהଚྐඨݶڶᑗΕݦඨΕფऱᣂএ֗ભ
የऱ୮அΖ
ݺଚᜰᙄऱൣፃཕᓰ࿓ႃխඒᖄ壀ऱటΔࠀאઝᖂ

Our EQ courses focus on counselling and teaching
the truths of God’s word, backing them up with
scientific and medical studies, and applying them to
the students’ lives. With the love and support shown
and the examples set by their Christian group leaders
and members, many students have come to know
Jesus, followed Him and become mature in Him.
With the EQ courses ending in May 2010, we have
made all the previous course material available to
the church. Hard drives are given to all pastors who
are interested in this material. We hope to start small
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ࡉ᠔ᖂऱઔߒ֭Δᚨ࣍شᖂऱسՂΖຘመഗᅮஈ
ิ९֗ิ୶ऱᣂᡖ֭֗ΔחڍᖂᎁᢝળᗫΔ
ઌॾΔࠀڇփګ९Ζ
ൣፃཕᓰ࿓ڇԲሿԫሿڣնִലᄎݙΔݺଚലመװ
ऱᓰ࿓ᇷற༼ࠎඒᄎΔࠀ࣋࣍࿏࿇ղኙຍڶᘋᔊऱ

groups using these resources and apply Jesus’
strategy to help people with needs know and follow
Him. We encourage and support brothers and sisters
who possess this vision. Many Chinese churches
around the world have requested our resources and
used them effectively to build up God’s kingdom and
reach the lost.

डஃΖݺଚཚඨࠌشຍࠄᇷᄭװၲ୶՛ิΔሎشળᗫऱ

Similar to the previous year, 2009 has been difficult
financially and spiritually. We are still suffering from
ฃ࠰ڶܗᏁऱԳᎁᢝ֗ᇿൕળᗫΖݺଚቔᚐ֭֗
the global recession. Many church members have
ޢଡٵ
lost
their
jobs.
ڼڶฆ
During the sumݺଚਢ״ႚཆળᗫഗᅮΔ
ݺଚਢ״ႚཆળᗫഗᅮΔ࠰ܑܗԳᎁᢝ֗ᇿᙟળ mer months, our
ွऱכݬ
faced a
ࠀຘመᣠ֗ݹඒᖄ壀ऱటΔᨃ壀ऱՕ౨ࠐ ࡎسchurch
ࡪ ࡢ Ζ  ᗫΔࠀຘመᣠ֗ݹඒᖄ壀ऱటΔ
record deficit of
چٺ
over $100,000 in
ऱ᧢ޏΔ
ऱ᧢ޏΔאીݺଚޓ౨נ壀ऱݮွΖ
אીݺଚޓ౨נ壀ऱݮွΖʳ
the General Fund.
ڍऱဎԳ
Yet God once
ඒ ᄎ ຟ բ We are called to proclaim Jesus, help people again showed his
༼  נ  ޣknow and follow Him, and change their lives abundant grace
faithfulness
֗ ࠌ  شຍ through counselling and teaching God’s truths, so and
by turning the
ࠄ ᇷ ᄭ Δ that they can mature into the image of Jesus.
deficit
into
a
ڶயچ৬
surplus at yearend. We are grateful for the unceasing prayers and
م壀ऱ֗ا൷ᤛࠩॾآऱ֖ࣛΖ
the sacrificial giving of brothers and sisters.

Բሿሿڣᇿٵڣᑌຟਢ૿ኙತਙ֗᥆ᨋਗᖏऱԫ
ڣΖݺଚս࠹ࠩ٤ᆖᛎಐಯऱܺឫΔڍඒᄎऱכݬ
ࡪࡢ؈ᄐΖڇ֚ऱழଢΔඒᄎऱൄ၄ߧڗԼᆄցΔ
ਢᖵࢤऱધᙕΔ܀壀٦ԫق᧩ڻ᳸᠆ฐऱࠢ֗ॾ
ኔΖࢍڣڇழΔڂထլ۰ऱᡷࡢࡪכݬ֗ܫᥔ੪ऱ࡚
Δඒᄎऱൄ၄ຶ౨᠏આΖ
壀ٍݺଚ٤ᑇ堚ᝫʳ 5172 Major Mackenzie Drive چ
ؼऱਊ༿֗ࠢഘڇԲִޓངৢືऱ၄᠆ڶشฐऱࠎ
ᚨΖழᆄاഘऱ৬ഘᚏໂ၄ش$75,329Ιۖקપ܌ഘ
ܿऱឩഘ֗ᤂ৬ሎ೯ऱᚏໂ٥ڶ$32,284Ζឈྥݺଚڇ
ԲሿሿԮ۟Բሿሿڣ৫ࢬᤂऱ$713,238Δᇿݺଚऱ
ؾפګᑑ$960,000ڶԫ၏ᠦΙە܀ᐞࠩᆖᛎᓢᚰ֗ಐ

God also provided for the mortgage payment of our
land on 5172 Major Mackenzie Drive, and the full
payment of the new roof at the North York site in
February. We have a Building Fund of $75,329
towards the future constructions of PGC and $32,284
towards the building of a full-size gym and the final
developments of the North York site. Although we fell
short of our total success goal for 2007-2009 of
$960,000, with a total of $713,238, we are still thankful
after considering the challenges of the financial crisis
and the recession.
Let us continue to pray that God will bless each of us
abundantly as we give sacrificially to realize our
dream – a new permanent base in Markham and the
expansion of the North York site for more effective
evangelism and disciple making.

ಯऱైڂΔݺଚսࢬऱ࡚ۖტΖ
ᨃݺଚᥛਁ֊چޢଡԳઙޣ壀ऱࠎᚨΔڂݺଚ
ኔڇᆄᙘؑةمՆഘܿ֗ឩ৬קપ܌ഘܿऱኄუۖ

We are still in the midst of a great spiritual battle. Like I
pled last year, please pray that every brother and
sister can work in one spirit with our pastors in the
following:

נ܂ᥔ੪ऱ࡚Δאી౨ڶޓயچႚ壂ଃ֗ಝᒭ॰ஈΖ
ݺଚսྥڇ᥆ᨋऱञᖏխΖڣڕԫᑌΔݺᤉᥛᚪޢޣ
ԫଡࡢࡪכݬፖݺଚऱඒडΔٵאՀऱࠃႈۖٽ
ԫՠ܂Κ
1. ޢଡᄎഘຟڶ堚ཐ֗ࠠං೯ԺऱฆွΙ
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1. to have a clear, compelling and engaging vision
in each congregation.
2. to lead by example in caring for those who are in
need, those who are hurting and those who are
discouraged and have stopped attending
church.
3. to passionately reach out to the lost and
influence our congregations.

2. ڇᣂՂլᓵਢ߷ࠄڶᏁऱΔڇ႞࿀؈ᆵխऱΔࢨ
ਢۖ֨ۊڂբᆖೖַԱፋᄎऱԫᆢΔຟߪ᧯Ժ۩Δ܂
ॾஈऱᑌΙ
3. ᑷ֊چ൷ᤛಮ؈ऱԳΔࠀאᑷᇨტඒᄎࠡࡪכݬה
ࡢΙ
4. אფ֨ࡉཕᐝڶயچड塄ࡢࡪכݬΔࠌٺᄎഘڇᔆፖ
ၦՂຟڶᏺ९Ι
5. ಝᒭΕਐᖄ֗ᖿᚐᄅ॰ஈ֗ᏆΖ
ڣװඒᄎऱૹࠃႈץਔΚᘕཕႂडஃਊمΙᒔᎁਲ
ةᜣႚሐ֗ٚՕمႚሐऱࡡٚΙഘܦᡤႚሐ࣍Ԯ
ִࠩٚΙᄅऱኔႚሐΚTom MoreΕ႓ՏॾΕᢅఉྐྵΕ
ੋ׆ෘ֗ߕ࣪ऱ࠰ܗΙاܓडஃፖ୮ԳऱᠦၲΙִٝ
ᐜఴഏഘمګԼࡌڣΙᆄاഘၲࡨഘ֗ഏഘፋ

4. to shepherd the sheep entrusted to them lovingly,
wisely and effectively so that each congregation
can grow quantitatively and qualitatively.
5. and to train, mentor and inspire new disciples and
leaders.
Highlights of the past year include: the ordination of
Rev. Siu and the induction of Pastors Or and Ren in
April; the arrival of Pastor Goh in July to lead the
English congregation; the welcomes to the new
interns – Tom More, Mike Wong, Lok-Kei Law, Edwin
Wang and Samuel Xiao; the goodbyes to Rev.
Lippman, Joshua and Rachel; the 10th anniversary
celebration for the Mandarin ministries in September;
the beginning of English and Mandarin worships at
PGC; the launching of Grace Enrichment Hub as a
trial program to outreach through after-school
activities; and the membership approval of the plan
for PGC to become independent in three years’ time.

ᄎΙቫᇢאᓰ塒ಜጥૠቤ܂؆୶೯ऱψ壂٤ۥԳس
ૠቤωऱၲ୶֗ᄎຏመᆄاഘ࣍Կڣ৵ᗑمΖʳ
ݺࢬڶΕᏆΕࡢࡪכݬऱᄃಇسΕॾኔऱࠃ
࡚Εფ֨ᣂᡖ֗መװऱྤߏۖנבՂტΖڇ৵ז
ऱषᄎΔشཕᐝඒᖄ壀ऱᇩΔאી౨ႚཆળᗫഗᅮΔ
࠰ٺܗԳڇփګᑵΔኔڇਢᄕՕऱਗᖏΖݺଚא壀
ղऱԺၦՠ܂Δࡳ౨ᒔঅפګፖΖᣋ壀ᤉᥛఴ壂܃
ଚΔףڣࠐڇԺ܃ଚឩ୶壀ऱഏ৫Ζ

I thank every staff member, leader, brother and sister
for their godly lives, faithful service, loving care and
sacrificial giving in the past year. To proclaim Christ
and help everyone mature in Him through counselling
and teaching of God’s word with wisdom is a great
challenge in our post-modern world. As we labour in
God’s energy which works powerfully in us, success
and victory are assured. May the Lord continue to
bless you richly and empower you spiritually in the
coming year to expand His kingdom.
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ψݺଚൕהΰળᗫഗᅮα࠹Ա༡ࠀࠌஈऱ։Δڇᆄ
ഏհխԳהऱࣚॾټటሐΖωΰᢅʳ1Κ5αʳ

“Through him (Jesus Christ) and for his name's sake,
we received grace and apostleship to call people
from among all the Gentiles to the obedience that
comes from faith.” (Ro 1:5)

অᢅ፞״ല壂ଃႚፖ؆߶ԳΔ
Paul received his calling to communicate
the gospel to the Gentiles, so that they
could come to the obedience of faith,
which is a characteristic of a disciple.
Similarly, our church received the vision to
multiply disciples. Our vision statement is
“To glorify God as a cell-based church
passionately, multiplying disciples locally
and worldwide.” Let me briefly explain this
statement.

ړᨃהଚ౨ॾࣚటሐΔᖑڶ॰
ஈऱࢤΖٵᑌچΔݺଚඒᄎ
ऱฆွਢᏺף॰ஈΖݺଚऱ
ฆွॾપਢψ՛ิཬΔ॰ஈ
ഛᏺΔ२ཆΔዊ壀ቈ
ωΔᨃݺ១ฃچᇞᤩຍଡฆ
ွॾપΖ
॰ஈഛಝʳ
॰ஈഛಝʳ

Discipling

ඒᄎࠃՠऱྡྷរਢ࣍ڇᏺף॰

The focus of the church's ministry is on
multiplying disciples. All ministries, including
evangelism, cell groups, Sunday worship
service, and E&E contribute towards
multiplying disciples. Furthermore, we
devote a significant part of our efforts to
an intensive, intentional type of discipling.
In this ministry, the discipler uses the
following principles:

ஈΖࢬڶऱࠃՠΔץਔႚ壂
ଃΕาઽ՛ิΕֲശਈ֗৬
مፖᇘໂຟਢཛٻᏺף॰ஈऱ
ؾᑑΖڇՂ૪ՠא܂؆Δݺଚ
ٍױ࣋ދᨠऱ֨Ժڇയႃ֗ထ
რऱ॰ஈഛಝՠ܂ՂΔۖඒड
ᄎᖕאՀऱঞࠐഛಝຍࠄ॰ஈΚʳ
1. ຩ۴॰ஈऱঞ–ඒडشழၴፖ॰ஈઌ֗૿ኙس
լٵऱൣउΙ
2. س䇣ࣔऱঞ–ඒडፖ॰ஈ۩ٵΔࠀലፖسቼ
ઌᣂऱᆣᆖటඒᖄ॰ஈΙ
3. ႉࣚऱঞ–ඒड࠰ܗ॰ஈႉൕ壀ऱᇩΙ
4. ࢭᖜऱঞ–ඒडࠌ॰ஈڇႉࣚऱሐሁՂΔ۞աࢭ
ᖜΖ
ࢬڶඒᄎडृຟڶፖՂ૪ऱ॰ஈಝᒭࠃՠΖឈྥፖ
ऱ॰ஈԳᑇլጩڍΔݺ܀ଚऱฆွਢࠃڼՠחאױ॰ஈ
ףΔאી॰ஈ౨ԫזԫזऱ൷ႚՀװΖʳ

1. With Him/Her Principle – the discipler spends time
with the disciple who encounters various situations
in life.
2. Instruction-in-life Principle – the discipler gives
biblical instructions that relate to various situations
as he or she walks with the disciple in life.
3. Obedience Principle – the discipler helps the
disciple obey God's word.
4. Accountability Principle – the discipler holds the
disciple accountable for taking the steps of
obedience.
All pastors are engaged in this type of discipling
ministry. Although it does not involve a large number
of disciples, our vision is that this ministry will multiply
and result in many generations of disciples.

՛ิࠃՠʳ
՛ิࠃՠʳ

Cell Ministry

ڣװڇऱڣխΔݺբᇡาᇞᤩԱᏖਢ՛ิࠃՠࡉ،

In last year's annual report, I explained in detail what
cell ministry is and how it is related to multiplying
disciples, so I will not repeat what I wrote. We are
thankful that through cell ministry, our congregations
have made significant progress over the years
towards spiritual maturity.

ፖᏺף॰ஈऱᣂএΔࢬݺאլ٦ڇຍ㠪ૹᓤΖݺଚ៶ထ
՛ิࠃՠΔߠٺᄎഘऱ࿇୶ࡉᨋࡎዬګᑵΔኔڇ
ڼტΖʳ
ႚࠃՠ
ڇᏺף॰ஈऱࠃՠՂΔݺଚԫऴຟਢٻ؆൶ΔᏆآ
ॾऱԳګ॰ஈΖฆွॾપխऱψ२ཆωΔق᧩إ
Աݺଚऱؾᑑਢࠃނՠឩ୶۟چڇࢨ֮֏Ղڶ၏ᠦऱ
ֱچΖʳ
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Mission
We are always looking outward in our ministry of
multiplying disciples and seeking to lead nonbelievers to become disciples. The words “locally and
worldwide” in the vision statement indicate that we

መڣڍװΔݺଚऱᄎฒࡉଡܑऱࡢࡪכݬຟڶፖլٵ
ऱඒՠ܂Ζᆕഘڇᆄاഘ֗ഏഘऱ࠰ܗՀΔ؆୶
ࠩڜઊקऱխഏٵઽΖݺଚࡢࡪכݬڶٍڣޢڇף
խࠅΕॺ֗তભլچٵऱཚඒՠ܂Ζʳ

also want to extend our ministry to
geographical and distant cultural areas.

remote

Over the years, our congregations and individuals
have committed to various missionary engagements.
The Cantonese congregation,
with the help of PGC and the
Mandarin congregation, has
been doing outreach work
among
the
Chinese
population in North Bay,
Ontario. Every year we have
individuals going on short-term
mission trips to different areas
in Central Asia, Africa and
South America.

ڇᏺף॰ஈऱࠃՠՂΔ
ڇᏺף॰ஈऱࠃՠՂΔݺଚԫऴຟਢٻ؆൶Δ
ݺଚԫऴຟਢٻ؆൶Δʳ

ᏆॾآऱԳګ॰ஈΖ
ᏆॾآऱԳګ॰ஈΖʳ
We are always looking outward in our ministry
of multiplying disciples and seeking to lead
non-believers to become disciples.ʳʳ

ิ៣ਮዌʳ
ิ៣ਮዌʳ

On the local front, several members engaged in
missionary work with different ethnic groups and the
poor in the past year. The social concern ministry
raised donations for people suffering from poverty
and natural disasters around the world. The ministry
has also increased awareness of social and
environmental issues that are important to human
beings.

ڤإڶऱิ៣ਮዌΔݺଚঁৰᣄലฆွॾપב壆ኔ

Organization

چءڇΔړڶ༓ۯᄎڇመװԫڣፖլٵගᇔࡉຆᒡ
ԳՓऱඒՠ܂Ζۖषᣂ՛ิٍ࿇೯ԱநΔٺ
߀֚࠹چᐙ㫠֗ຆᒡԳՓᤂཱིΔٍᏺףԱኙԳᣊஒஒઌ
ᣂऱषᄎ֗ᛩቼംᠲऱᣂࣹΖʳ

۩ΖڣװڇΔඒᄎᇀࠃݝտԵԱਙጥऱߡۥΔຍਢᏆᖄ
ิ៣ऱԫଡૹ᠏᧢Ζ
ࠐآڇऱֲΔඒᄎᇀࠃڶݝਙጥऱפ౨Δრ৸ਢᇀࠃ
ݝᄎૡمඒᄎऱฆွ֗ฃΔࠀᄎडृ༼ࠎሎ܂ਙ
ऱਐ֧ΖፖٵڼழΔඒडٵՠڇᏆᖄࠃٺՠאሒࠩฆွ
֗ฃՂΔᖜٚᄕૹऱߡۥΖຍਢᇀࠃݝՠ܂ኛᄅऱ
ԫΔݦඨٺᄎᤉᥛ֭֗ᇀࠃݝᡷܫΖʳ

Without proper organizational structure, we will face
difficulties and challenges in fulfilling our vision
statement. One key change in the leadership
organization last year was the introduction of
governance into the church board.
In the future, the church board will perform the
governing function, which means that it will set the
vision and strategy for the church and the operation
policy guide for the pastors. At the same time, the
pastoral staff will assume the key role of leadership to
achieve this vision and strategy. This is a brand new
step taken by the board. Therefore, we hope that our
church members will support the board through
continuous prayer.

ٚडஃ · ܫᆺՕᎮडஃ
Senior Pastor's Report · Rev. Yipʳʳ
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ԲሿሿڣᆕഘऱᠲਢψᡷஙωΖݺଚઌॾᅝ
Գຘመᡷޓܫᘣ२壀ழΔᄃਈسঁ౨֒༼אΔࠀ
ኙႚ壂ଃऱᑷᇨٍᄎףࢬڶᏺΖݺڼڂଚڇං೯ ᠲ

ழΔ։ܑ༉֏ᡷܫΕ༼֒ᄃਈᔆై֗Կ֖ࣛۯ१ඒ
ᄎ܂։ᠲΔࠀאψPS3ωՑᇆΖຘመശਈᝑሐΕֲ
ᖂ֗՛ิઔᆖΔ։ܑ൶ಘᡷ֗ܫᄃਈऱრᆠΔࠀ៶լٵ
ऱ壂ଃࢤ೯Δቔᚐॾஈᝮᓮॾآᘣ֖ஂנΖʳ
༉ᡷߢۖܫΔৰॾڍஈኙᡷޓڶܫऱᎁᢝΔࠀଡԳ
ᡷ  ޏ ࢬ ڶ ٍ ܫΖլ   ۞ աΔՈ ၲ ࡨ  ڍ ޓ ܑ Գ ઙ
ޣΔࠀ៶ထᡷܫፖ壀ઌٌΙྥۖڇᆢ᧯ᡷܫՂথڶߠآ
ࣔ᧩ޏΔॾஈኙஂנඒᄎઙᡷᄎսྥ᧩ܐΜڼڂ
ڇઙᡷᄎழΔݺଚֺאছޓထૹߠᢞ։ࠆΔ៶ထࠩ壀
ऱॾኔ֗Օ౨Δᖿᚐॾڍޓஈ֨ٵᡷܫΖઐඨॾڍޓஈ
ੴ൦ᡷܫऱᖲᄎΔڇຍֱ૿ᤉᥛܘԺᖂΔՕ୮֨ٵᡷ
ܫΔᆖᖵ֗ߠᢞ壀࡛ݎऱ܂Ζʳ
༉ᄃਈۖߢΔݺଚᖂᄃਈऱటᆠ֗ኔᔌऱ؏ݾΔࣔ᧩
ॾچஈڇᄃਈመ࿓խऱދԵ֗ፖ।ਢለאছࢬڶၞ

The theme for the Cantonese congregation in 2009 is
“Pray”. We believe that when we come closer to God
through prayer, our spiritual lives will improve, and we
will also become more passionate towards
evangelism. Therefore, as we motivate the congregation towards this theme, we focus on three separate
areas: Praying deeply, improving Spirituality, and
bringing 3 people to church, thus resulting in “PS3” as
our slogan. Through sermons, Sunday school and cell
group bible studies, we study the meaning of prayer
and worship. Also, through different evangelistic
functions, we encourage our members to invite friends
and relatives who have yet to accept Christ.
With regards to prayer, many members have developed a deeper understanding of the concept and
improved in individual prayer. They are not just praying
for themselves, but also more for others, while relating
to God through prayer. However, we have not seen
any significant improvements in group prayer, and the
attendance at prayer meetings has been abysmal.
Therefore, we are focusing more on testimony sharing
during prayer meetings. As we witness God’s truthfulness and power, we can motivate more members to
pray together. We hope that everyone will cherish the
opportunity to pray and continue to learn in this area.
Let us pray together and experience God’s work.
With regards to worship, we are learning its true
meaning and application skills, and the level of
involvement and participation during worship has
improved significantly. However, we still have a lot of
room for improvement in terms of punctuality. We
would like to thank the members for their weekly
humble service to create a comfortable worship
environment for the congregation. They include
chairpersons, worship leaders, singers, pianists, ushers,
AV team members, daycare helpers, and communion
servers. May God bless this group of faithful and loving
servants. Special thanks to Joey Ho for serving as the
worship organizer in the past year, and Xenia Sung will
take over next year.

ޡΙྥۖڇᙈࠩຍംᠲՂΔսڶৱޏΜڼ؆Δტฒ
ॾڍஈޢၜנבլ֟ܘԺᨃᄎฒ౨ڜڶငऱᛩቼᄃਈΔ
ஂڕΕᏆᇣΕᇣఄΕྶΕᄃਈ՛ิΕࢵৱΕᐙଃΕ
᚛ࠝᅃΕቃໂᆣ塊ΔৰڍຟਢᚈᚈנבΔޣՕ
Օᔅ壂ຍԫՕᆢየࡉ֨࢘ڶფ֨ऱॆ᧯Ζტ۶ఆࢣ
ࡪࡢመװԫ܂ڣശਈอᤂΔࠐڣലࡌݚطฆᄇࡪࡢᖜڼ
ԫΖ
༉ႚ壂ଃۖߢΔৰࣔ᧩ॾஈਢᗨᄕچᝮᓮᘣ֖ஂנඒᄎ
೯֗ፋᄎΔՕ୮ٍٽ ֨ٵრچቫᇢፖᄅ֖ࣛ৬مᣂ
এΔຍຟਢભړऱߠᢞΖڕ܀۶طषٌၵᓫၞԵ壂ଃࢤ
ኙᇩΔឈֲڶᖂ༉ຍֱ૿ႃխഛಝΔ܀Օڍᑇᖂս
آ౨ᖂאીشΖࢬאឈྥஂנऱᄅ֖ࣛਢڍԱΔڕ܀۶
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With regards to evangelism, members have been
active in inviting people to church activities and
functions. They are also trying hard to build relationships with the newcomers, and their efforts make
wonderful testimony. However, most members
encounter difficulties in bringing casual chats into
evangelistic dialogue, even though they have
learned techniques in this area during Sunday school.
So while attendance has improved in numbers, much
work still needs to be done. We will undergo some
strategic changes in the coming year, with the
expectation that our evangelistic work will be completely carried out by cell groups. We thank the cell
leaders, EV team, and EQ class leaders for organizing
different activities and supporting members in building
relationships. We would especially like to thank Winnie
Ma for leading the EV ministry over the years.

٦ၞԫޡΔսᏁܘԺΖࠐݺڣଚലᄎ༉܂ڼԫࠄฃࢤ
ऱ᧢ޏΔཚઐ壂ଃՠ܂౨ᆵኔ٤૿ຘመ՛ิࠐച۩Ζ
ܑტฒิ९Ε壂ଃิ֗ൣፃཕఄ९Δຘመิ៣լٵ
ऱ೯֗ᇿၞΔቔᚐ֗ᚥॾܗஈޓᗨᄕچፖᄅ֖ࣛ৬م
ᣂএΖტ್ஊᣉࡣࡪࡢࠐڣڍԫऴอᤂ܉ሐࠃՠΖ
ڇᎁᏆآհاऱૠቤֱ૿Δݺଚፖᆄاഘ֗ഏ
ഘԫٵᤉᥛקࠃՠΔנִޢၷࠟڻΙ։ܑ࣍ၜԲ൶
堬ଇᄐ֖ࣛΔ࣍ၜք൶ᖂسΖტ壀ΔᅝچऱဎԳࣔ
᧩چኙݺଚਢ൷࠹ԱΔࠀՕ୮ऱኙᇩՈൕၵᓫၞԵࠩ
ଡԳऱس։ࠆΔຍਢ৬مԱॾ֖ٚ֗ᓩऱᢞᖕΔۖݺ
ଚٍၲࡨڇլٵऱچរڶ壂ଃࢤᆖΖೈڼհ؆Δ壀Ծ
ݺଚቃໂԱᅝچऱػԳॾஈΔ࠰ݺܗଚᜤᢀᖂسΔࠌ
ஂנڻޢፋᄎऱԳᑇຟለאছࡳΔࠀტ壀սྥᤉᥛ

As for our short-term mission project, we continue our
partnership with PGC and the Mandarin congregation
in the North Bay ministry. We make two trips per month
to visit restaurants on Tuesdays and students on
Saturdays. Thank God that the local Chinese seem to
have accepted us, and our dialogue has progressed
from casual conversations to personal lives sharing,
which proves that we have gained their trust and
friendship. We have also started evangelistic bible
studies at different locations. In addition, some local
Christians are giving us assistance in contacting the
students, so that the attendance at our meetings is
more stabilized. Thank God for His continued
providence in many areas of this project, including
accommodation. We have received more than we
ever asked for, and that has motivated us to work
harder in this ministry. We thank all the congregation
members who have participated and prayed for this
mission.

ᔅݺଚࡺ۰ऱֱچΖ壀૿ֱٺڇऱࠎᚨࡉڜඈΔຟ၌
ݺנଚऱࢬუࢬޣΔᖿᚐݺଚᤉᥛܘԺ࣍ࠃڼՠΖტ
ٺᄎഘፖנၷࡉזᡷऱॆ᧯Ζʳ
⸘⛫⼛ޟഋޠᏇቢᚑ╙ڣΔՕຝٝॾஈঅࡳᨋ
ଥΔኔڇਢભړऱΖݺଚՈᥛִޢԫڻ൶ᙲൈ۔Գ
խ֨Ζᨃݺଚܘ֨ٵԺΔᤉᥛ៶ထᡷܫΔլڇഗᅮᇙ
ࠆ࠹壀ࢬᔅऱؓڜፖᑗΔࠀထ᥆֚ऱཕᐝ֗౨
ԺΔߠ܂ᢞΔዊ壀墿ԳΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻຫडஃʼʳ

We have completed the fourth year in the “Bible
Reading Project”. Most brothers and sisters have
maintained consistent devotions, and that is great
news. We have also continued our monthly visit to Yee
Hong Centre. Let us work together and continue to
pray. We must not only enjoy the peace and joy given
to us by our Lord, but use our heavenly wisdom and
talent to glorify God.
(Rev. Chan)

Edification and Equipping

ʳ

৬مፖᇘໂ
ݺଚڣװٽԱψPS3ωຍᠲࠩݺଚऱ৬مፖᇘໂࠃՠ
ᇙΔݺଚڶᡷܫΕശਈ֗ႚ壂ଃऱᓰ࿓Ζݺଚऱൣፃཕ
ࠃՠඒᄎࡉषࣚ೭բ၌መԼնڣΔᖂسଚբᖂᚩ
Աאᐖऑऱઔߒࡉᆣᆖ܂ഗ៕ऱኔشঞΔࠀהଚ
ຘመኔᔌႚ壂ଃऱࠐ؏ݾᏆॾآऱ֖ࣛࠩඒᄎխΖ
վݺڣଚᤉᥛፖోપ壀ᖂඒߛխ֨܂ٽΔࠀղਬࠄ
ᖂسᆖᛎགܗΔຍૠቤחᖂ࠹س墿࣍᠆༄ऱփ୲ࡉঁ࣍
ጻՂᖂΖ৬مፖᇘໂࠃՠऱࠡૹהរץਔΚၜ࡙ऱᓢ
ડጥఄΕၜأऱ௦៖ఄΕ৬֗مᇘໂၞಝᒭࡉาઽ
՛ิኔิ९ಝᒭΖ
ʳ
ءԳ᠃ڼტאՀ࢘֨ࠃ࡚ऱิ९֗ᖄஃΚฅ༚៖Εຫ
ڳ㰚ΕຫᗩᎌΕຫडஃΕ۶ᤉစΕᢟદߐΕগ՞Εࣥ
്匃Εࣥ႓₧ΕᏥᆄ࿓ΕޕႚሐΕ್ஊᣉࡣΕܦቯ
ᕐΕܦ႓ִΕᠱࡲᚊΕਲᕟᑥსΕᑰᑰිᠱΕஈة
ᓡΕᘕຬഠᏚΕᘕةሒΕᢟཕᐝΕ║ᥞΕᏥض༡ᏚΕ
႓ሒྺΕ႓ሒᑽ֗ࡌᑥᏚΖ່৵༼֗ऱΔਢᄅԫڻऱ
ψ৬مፖᇘໂࠃՠം࠴ωբڇದ౻ᅝխΔݺଚཚৱگႃ
ᄎฒኙ৬مፖᇘໂࠃՠല࣍Բሿԫሿڣִޓᄅऱრ
ߠΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻਲႚሐʼʳ

Last year we incorporated the theme “PS3” into our
E&E structure. We had courses in prayer, worship and
Type B Evangelism. Our EQ ministry series has been
serving our church and community for more than 15
years. Students are learning practical principles based
on extensive research and the Bible, and they are
bringing non-Christian friends to church by applying
outreach techniques. We continued our partnership
with NYTEC and were able to support some of the
students financially. The students have benefited from
the rich contents and convenience of online learning.
Other highlights of E&E include: Conflict Management
I and II classes on weeknights; baptism preparation
courses on weekends; E&E enrichment training and
cell intern training.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the
following group of faithful teachers for their service:
Edward But, Arnold Chan, Conrad Chan, Rev. Fanco
Chan, Rodney Ho, Judy Hum, Kayson Ko, Katherine
Lam, Queenie Lam, Laurence Lau, Pastor David Lee,
Winnie Ma, Jonathan Ng, Peggy Ng, Ron Ngan,
Debby Or, Shook-An Poon, James Seto, Catherine Siu,
Winston Siu, Irene Tam, Viola Tse, Wai Yee Tin, T.K.
Wong, T.Y. Wong, and Ginny Zhou. Finally, a new
survey is being drafted as we hope to collect opinions
from the congregation regarding the new system for
E&E which will be launched in September 2010.
(Pastor Or)

ᆕഘ · ৬مፖ
৬مፖᇘໂ ʳ
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چء壂ଃࠃՠʳ

Local Evangelism

ڇ壀ऱᏆՀΔڇԲሿሿڶڣԲԼۯᄅॾऱ֖ࣛΖ

We had twenty new converts in 2009 with God's
guidance. We hosted five EV Sundays, two EV
meetings and one outreach event under God’s
leadership. Details are shown in the chart below.

壀ٍᏆݺଚᜰ۩Անଡ壂ଃֲΔࠟଡܑ܉ሐፋᄎ
ࡉԫଡ؆୶ፋᄎΖᇡ࿓ᓮᔹڕՀቹ।Ζʳ
ʳ
ឈྥॾԳᑇ၏ᠦݺଚվڣऱؾᑑΔ܀壀սڇຍڣ
խᔅݺଚլٵऱႚ壂ଃ᧯᧭Δ່ࠥऱਢᖂسࡉګ
ॹڇʳ Milliken Community Centre ᜰᙄऱψ᧓ԫ᧓נ
ۯኙωΖຍ ਢ ݺଚรԫ ڇڻඒ ᄎ א؆ᜰ۩ ऱՕ ী 
೯ΔףԳᑇڶԮԼԳհڍΔۖתڶᑇਢॾآऱࣛ
֖Ζʳ
ڶࢬڇऱፋᄎխΔٺᄎഘऱࡢࡪכݬຟᆵԺچፖΔڇ
լٵऱൂۯՂյઌჸΔኔڇტ࠹ࠩהଚኙႚ壂ଃऱᑷ
ᇨΖઐඨڣࠐڇᅝඒᄎኔ۩ႚ壂ଃऱᄅฃழΔݺଚᄎ
ܘףޓԺΔԫٵᆖᖵ壀ऱࠢΖʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ᣣᦼDate

Although the number of new converts was not
close to our goal, God provided us with various
outreach experiences throughout the year. The
most memorable was the “919 Party” hosted by
the Young Adult and Student Zones at Milliken
Community Centre. This was the first ever outreach
event held outside of our church. More than 70
participants showed up, half of which were nonChristians.
Throughout the events, brothers and sisters from all
congregations participated enthusiastically and
worked together diligently in different areas. We
could all feel each other’s passion for evangelism.
When our church’s new strategies in evangelism
come into effect next year, we hope to strive
forward and experience God's grace together.

⡝ᦩ㗄⋡Event

྾චੑᣣ

ᓳᵴ▵㖸ਥᣣ

April 12th

Easter EV Sunday

චᣣ

Უⷫ▵㖸ਥᣣ

May 10th

Mother's Day EV Sunday

ੑචᣣ

ῳⷫ▵ᙿ⥟㊄ᦛᄛ

June 20th

Father's Day Oldies Music Night

ੑච৻ᣣ

ῳⷫ▵㖸ਥᣣ

June 21st

Father's Day EV Sunday

චੑᑮᣣ

ޟᄸᕲᅱᗲޠોᦩ

December 25th

“Amazing Love” EV Meeting

ାਥੱᢞNo. of Converts
4 ੱᔒ
4 decisions
1 ੱᔒ
1 decision
6 ੱᔒ
6 decisions
2 ੱᔒ
2 decisions
1 ੱᔒ
1 decision

ቑ↢ඟㅌିᦩ

1 ੱᔒ

Student Zone Retreat

1 decision

ਃត⸰

5 ੱᔒ

EE3 Visitation

5 decisions
ว⸘Total

8
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Ꮧષፚ
ᄾ⡯ຬΰቸ९ᑰᑰිᠱΙ೫ቸ९ඩٔભޖΙᨋଥຫྏ
ભΙ֮ୡຫᖫࣔΙ֮ඩٔભޖΕᕟڹጤΙᣂ್ᄭ
ଓᏚΕޙጽੳΙತ೭๗ټ௧ΕຫޖୠΙ᜔೭ຫᘕᐠ
ૣΕ๗ִޕဉΕຫޖୠΕଧᏥᐝହαʳ
ψࢬאΔݺଚլໜᜬΖ؆᧯ឈྥᄤᡏΔփ֨থԫ֚ᄅۿ
ԫ֚Ζݺଚຍ۟ᑉ۟᎘ऱેᄑΔݺଚګ༉ᄕૹྤֺ
ةऱዊᤌΖωΰࣥ৵4㧦16-17αʳ
ڃඨመװԫڣΔ܄ݦിቸࠄڶቸ֖ᆖᖵ۔ڣಐஇհેΔ

Hebron
Fellowship staff: Shook-An Poon, Leader; Ada Leung,
Assistant Leader; Tong-Me Chan, Devotion; Andrew
Chan, Entertainment; Ada Leung and La-Duen Lai,
Secretaries; Stella Mar and Yee-Ling To, Caring;
Meng-Hai Choong and Han-Kuen Tse, Finance; MoChing Chan, Yuet-Ping Choong, Han-Kuen Tse and
Wai-Hing Ngian, General Managers.
“Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly
we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are being
renewed day by day. For our light and momentary
troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all.” (2Co 4:16-17)

Ոࠄڶᠦ
ڜஒ
ᡖΖቸ ֖
ຟტ࠹ࠩ
ڕإঅᢅ
ࢬ༴૪ऱ
ψ؆

᧯ʳʳʳ

ឈ ྥ ᄤ
ᡏωΔʳ ܀
הଚথ
ڶ؈ඨ༟
႞Δ ڂ
ψຍ ۟ ᑉ
۟᎘ऱે
ᄑωլ۟החଚໜᜬΔ֘ᨃהଚژޓઐඨऱ֨Δᆡᐠԫ
ଡޓભ᥆֚ऱ୮ၢΖឈྥࠄڶቸ֖᧯ߪڂಐஇۖ྇֟נ
ஂΔה܀ଚڼףޓᣂᡖ֗ޣזΔຍᑌהޓଚψփ֨
থԫ֚ᄅۿԫ֚ωΖឈྥ۩ࠄڶ೯լঁΔ֨܀㠪սথ৸
࢚ඒᄎऱᏁۖڶࢬנΔהଚటਢඒᄎऱᣪΖʳ
ൕছམᦫመࠟᎅᇩΚψլ۔ݺΔڂݺՈམᆖڣ
᎘ መΖωψլ   ۔ ݺΔ ڂ  ڶԫ ֚  ܃Ո ᄎ ࡉ  ݺԫ
ᑌΖωຍࠟᇩᎅటړΖঋᇩᎅΚψ୮ڶԫ۔Δڶڕ
ԫᣪωΔլᓵਢኔ೭ՂΔࢨਢൕመװऱᆖ᧭ᖵᒭΔڣ९
ृ݁౨ګڣ᎘ԫᔘऱᚥܗΖݺଚઌॾ९ኂਢՂ০ࢬᔅ
ऱ壂Δ᧯۔ڣಐਢࡎسऱመ࿓Ζ߷ᏖΔݺଚޓᚨᇠᣂ֨
ૹီ۔Գ୮Δየߩהଚسࡉ֨ՂऱᏁޣΔղהଚ

Over the past year, some
members experienced the
pain of being older and
weaker, and some departed
to be with God. They felt like
what Paul described as
“outwardly wasting away”,
but they did not feel hopeless
or sad, because “light and
momentary troubles” failed to
discourage them. Conversely,
their hearts were full of hope
for a beautiful and heavenly
home. Despite the increased
absences of some members
because of poor health, they
cared and prayed for one
another even more, so that
they were “inwardly being renewed day by day”.
Although some had physical limitations, they always
tried to offer what they can to the church. These
members are the true treasures of GCGC.
Two great quotes come to mind: “Don’t think I am
too old, because I was young before.” “Don’t think I
am too old, because one day you’ll be like me.” As
the proverb says, “An elder at home is like a
treasure”. The elders can offer wisdom and help to
the younger generations regardless of the situation,
as they can draw from past experiences. We believe
that longevity is a true blessing from God, while aging
is a part of life. Therefore, we should really care about
and respect the elders, satisfy their needs, and make
them feel secured. By doing so, they can enjoy their
remaining days on earth.

ڜ٤ტ֗༇ૹΔᨃהଚڇՂໍ塒ऱֲΔࠆ壂ᑗΖʳ
એਅᤚㆊ৻ᐕΔ܄ݦിቸԫࠄ೯ऱរዠΚԿִ
֥քֲଇਢ壂ஆᓫᄎΙԮֲִ֪؆ሏΙԶִԼԿ
ֲ壂ଃᆕڴΙԶִ֥ԮֲભଇֺΙԼԫִԼԲֲᨬભ
հᄭΙԼԲִԼԫֲᆣᓭፋ塊Ζʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻ᧘ொ 


Here are some of the major activities of our fellowship
in 2009: Healthy Diet Seminar on March 26th, Outdoor
Picnic on July 9th, Cantonese Opera Show on August
13th, Cooking Competition on August 27th, Worship
Gathering on November 12th, and Christmas Dinner
on December 11th. Pastor Lee)
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ㄸධʳ
ㄸධʳ

Canaan

መװԫڣΔ૫ত՛ิڕൄሎ܂ΔڻִࠟޢፋᄎΔࠩࡱ

Over the past year, our cell groups operated
normally with two meetings per month, except in
the summer when we met once
per month. Besides regular
meetings, we also had special
gatherings and celebrations for
New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving
and Christmas, in which we built
relationships with newcomers.
Due to the biblical needs of
certain members, we held bible
study groups twice per month
on Fridays. Through the studying
of Ephesians, we learned about
the true identity and lives of
Christians. Two members were
baptized in the past year, and it
was an exciting occasion for all.

ழޏִޢԫڻΖೈ՛ิ؆ΔᝫڶᄅڣΕტᆏ֗ᆣᓭ
ऱܑፋᄎΔ
 ᦟ ࠐ ٵᐜΔࠀ
៶ڼፖᄅ֖ࣛ
৬  مᣂ এΖ
؆ٍڂᚨิ
ኙ壀ऱᇩऱ
Ꮑ Δࠟ ִ ޢ
࣍ڻၜնඡڶ
 ᆖ ՛ ิΔՕ
୮ຘመאە
 ࢬ ؗΔԫ ದ
ᖂॾஈᇠڶ
ऱߪٝ֗س
Ζመװԫิۯࠟڶڣ࠹௦ΔګฒԳऱᖿᚐΖʳ
୶ඨലࠐΔิലᄎٻޡಯٖհڣΔՕ୮ٍၲࡨ৸უڼ
৵ڕ۶࡚ࠃړړޓ壀Δ֗ڕ۶ٻಯٖऱ֖ࣛႚ壂ଃΖტ
ᏥᏥႁΕ႓്ભཽ֗ޕᏥᐠᏚԿิ܂ࡢࡪۯ९ऱ࢘
֨ࠃ࡚Ζʳ

ʻຫडஃʼʳ

Looking ahead, many members are getting closer
towards retirement. We are starting to think about
how to better serve God in the future, and how to
spread the gospel to our retired friends and
relatives. Special thanks to our cell leaders Nancy
Law, Theresa Wong and Calina Li for their faithful
service.
(Rev. Chan)

ᙔڜ

Zion

ݺڣװଚڻڍڶᜤٽፋᄎΔլᨃิڍޓڶᖲᄎڼ

Our members had numerous joint meetings last
year, which allowed us to get to know each other
better, and presented opportunities for us to invite
our friends. Many members also joined the EQ class
to enhance our personal EQ and build relationships
with the newcomers. We subsequently invited
them to join our cell group activities, and some
have started attending our cell
meetings.

ᎁᢝΔޓਢᝮᓮᄅ֖ࣛऱߜᖲΖڼ؆ΔৰิڍՈף
ԱൣፃཕఄΔ៶֒༼ڼଡԳऱൣፃཕΔࠀፖᄅ֖ࣛ
৬مᣂএΔൕۖᝮᓮהଚףԫࠄ՛ิ೯Δࠡխࠄڶ
ٍၲࡨஂנ՛ิፋᄎΖʳ
ㆊ৻ᐕ՛ิڶԱԫࠄ᧢೯Ζڂᚨ壀ऱࡅ״Δ๕୮ဎݬ

We had several changes in our cell
groups last year. Following God’s calling,
Edward Mok gave up his cell leader role
to be fully committed to serve the Lord in
Hong Kong. James Seto also stepped
down and moved to PGC to help in
planting the Mandarin congregation.
Although we missed the two cell leaders,
they deeply inspired our members with
their commitment and sacrifices.
Because of these changes, we
re-organized our four cell groups into
three, which are led by John Yoh, Alfred
Tam and Philip Ng. We would like to
thank the cell group leaders and interns
for their faithful service.
(Rev. Chan)
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࣋כՀิ९հΔ٤֨ᄷໂ࡚ࠃཽڃ壀Ζஈةᓡכݬ

Family

ٍ࣋ՀԱิ९հΔ᠏ᆄاഘፖഏഘࠃՠၲऱ

Fridays (A Zone Leaders): A1 - Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Chan; A2 - Mr. And Mrs. Rodney Ho; A3 - Mrs.
Bonnie Wong, Mrs. Lena Chan

ՠ܂Ζឈྥ֟Աิ९Δॾஈথۯࠟڂኙ壀ऱࡡߪ֗ᥔ੪
ۖ࠹ᖿᚐΖڂᚨิ९᧢ޓऱᏁΔૹิ৵طิ᧢ګ
ԿิΔ։ܑ݇طΕᢟშᇨΕܦഏૣԿכݬۯᏆΖტ
ฒิ९֗ኔิ९ऱ࢘֨ࠃ࡚Ζʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻຫडஃʼʳ
ʳ

୮அ
ᤊᦼ Aඟ⚵㐳ʼΚA1⚵㒸Ⓨ⽕ᄦᇚ㧧A2⚵➊⥮ᄦ
ᇚ㧧A3⚵咗㒸ᇑ౽Εຫຫᣪႅʳ
ᤊᦼ Bඟ⚵㐳ʼΚB1⚵㒸ᣩノᄦᇚ㧧B2⚵㜞ጊᄦᇚ㧧
B3⚵咗ᦤਛᄦᇚ㧧B4⚵ቡイ㣼ᄦᇚ㧧
ʻBඟዉʼΚᢟጽဉࡪࡢʳ
Բሿሿڣਢ୮அؓګ९ऱԫڣΔݺଚאױൕଡ
ֱ૿ڃԫՀΖรԫਢ᥆ᨋᖙᒭֱ૿Δփޢଡ՛ิຟ
ਊထԫࢬቃໂऱψ᥆ᨋᖙᒭઔᆖߓ٨ωᖂ٣ൕᡷܫ
ᖙᒭխᘣ२壀Δᇿထൕᦟᐜᖙᒭխᖂᄃਈ壀Ζᆖመᖞ
ڣऱᖂፖᖙᒭΔ՛ิᅝխॾॣࠄړڶऱګຟ౨ڇᖂ
խޓԵچᎁᢝ壀Ζʳ

Saturdays (B Zone Leaders): B1 - Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch Chan; B2 - Mr. And Mrs. Kayson Ko; B3 - Mr.
and Mrs. Miranda Wong; B4 - Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Sung; Zone Director - Mrs. Queenie Ko
2009 was a year of steady growth for our zone,
which can be reviewed in four areas. First of all, in
terms of spiritual training, each cell group followed
a set of “Bible Study Series” to learn to pray and
worship our God. After a full year of training, many
newly converted cell members were able to
deepen their knowledge of God.
Secondly, in terms of leadership, the couples
showed maturity and compatibility in bringing up
the families in their groups. They actually gained
the most from preparing for the bible studies and
receiving a great blessing through God’s word.
Also by God’s grace, some members agreed to
join their spouses to serve as cell leaders.

୮அ९ؾऱ࣍ڇղޢଡ୮அԫଡڼᣂᡖ֗৬
مऱᛩቼΔ
مऱᛩቼ Δ ᨋࡎګא९Δ
ᨋࡎګא९ Δ ኙऱॾ֨౨ՕՕऱᏺ
ൎΔڇᆖᖵ壀᠆দऱࠢխ৬مഗᅮ֏୮அΔ
ڇᆖᖵ壀᠆দऱࠢխ৬مഗᅮ֏୮அΔ່ึޓ
౨܂ભړऱߠᢞΖ
౨܂ભړऱߠᢞΖʳ
The long-term goal of the Family Zone is to
provide every family with a caring environment,
so that our spiritual lives and faith can grow
steadily. We strive to build Christian families
under God’s grace, and ultimately use our
experiences as wonderful testimony.ʳʳ
รԲਢิ९ֱ૿Δߠิ९֛ഡፖٵՠհၴΔڇड塄ࠡ
ิփऱ୮அొנ᧩ޓᑵࡉڶᚈৈΖࠡኔהଚڇቃໂ᥆ᨋ
ᖙᒭऱઔᆖפᓰխᖂ່ڍΔൕ壀ऱᇩխᏆ࠹ఴ壂Ո
ਢ墿່ ՕΖᅝ խ ࠄڶൕ ছਢ֛ ഡࠡխ ԫۯᣋ ิ ܂
९ΔڕվࠡೝՈᣋრፖ٥܂ٵᏆड塄ࠃ࡚Δຍኔ
ڇਢ壀ऱࠢΖʳ
ʳ

Thirdly,
in
terms
of
headcount, we added
group B4, and several
families joined the other
groups as well. Our zone,
the children ministry and
Grace Christian School
jointly hosted various
outreach activities last
year. We became friends
with many families within
the
community
and
invited them to join our
cell
groups,
Sunday
services and EQ classes.
Some of these families
accepted
God
and
officially joined GCGC.

Last but not least, in terms of ministry, most
members were more active in church ministries
than in the past. The ministries include: caring for
women, teaching Sunday school, Sunday services,
evangelistic outreach, church activities, child care
and administrative work. Thank God for their hard
work and faithfulness.
The long-term goal of the Family Zone is to provide
every family with a caring environment, so that our
spiritual lives and faith can grow steadily. We strive
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รԿਢิԳᑇֱ૿Δტ壀ݺଚᏺףԱB4
ิΔٍהࠡڇऱิܑᏺףԱࠄړ୮அΖመԫ
ڣΔ୮அፖࠝ࿙ࠃՠ֗壂ؔࠝႼ܂ٽᜰᙄ
Ալٵऱ؆୶೯Δ൷ᤛԱլ֟षփऱ୮
அΔ৬مԱ֖ᓩΔࠀᝮᓮԱຍࠄ୮அࠐף
՛ิΕֲശਈ֗ൣፃཕᓰ࿓Ζࠡխࠄڶ୮
அ܉ڇሐᄎխެףۖݳԵԱࠢഘΖʳ
รਢิࠃֱ࡚૿ΔխՕڍᑇऱิڇ
ፖඒ ᄎ ࠃ࡚ Ղ ֺ ޓ֗ ڍ ޓ א٤૿Ζࠃ ࡚ץ
ਔΚᣂഡՖΕֲᖂඒᖄΕֲശਈΕ壂ଃ
؆୶Εඒᄎ೯Εᅃ᚛ΕඒᄎጥΖ
ᖞ᧯ࠐᎅΔิڇඒᄎࠃ࡚ᅝխޢլڇΖݺ
ଚኔڇהଚऱેፖ࢘֨ტ壀Ζ
୮அ९ؾऱ࣍ڇղޢଡ୮அԫଡڼᣂ
ᡖ֗৬مऱᛩቼΔᨋࡎګא९Δኙऱॾ֨౨ՕՕऱ
ᏺൎΔڇᆖᖵ壀᠆দऱࠢխ৬مഗᅮ֏୮அΔ່ึޓ
౨܂ભړऱߠᢞΖ܀ᣋޢଡิຟᤉᥛཛထዊ壀墿

to build Christian families under God’s grace, and
ultimately use our experiences as wonderful
testimony. Let us continue to glorify our Lord and
work in His name.
(Pastor Lee)

Գ ऱ ֱ  ٻΔ ᣋ რ ᨃ 壀 ᑓ ທ  הଚ  ګ  ش ٽऱ ᕴ  ؽΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

༉ᄐ
ඒᄎऱᠲਢᡷܫΔ༉ᄐ՛ิՈᆵኔ
ᡷܫΖڻޢ՛ิፋᄎছת՛ழຟڶઙ
ᡷᄎΔᨃิ᧯ᄎ壀ऱॾኔΖנڇ
ஂऱԳᑇለڣڍΔࠀᐠሐ֖ࣛ
Ոࡳچፖፋᄎ֗೯Δࠄڶழଢ
Գᑇᄎ၌መԲԼԳΜ
ೈԱ՛ิፋᄎ؆Δิٍࡳڶچ᥆
ᨋᖙᒭፋᄎ֗؆୶ፋᄎΔᐠޣᨃהଚ
ڇवᢝΕᖙᒭ֗ႚ壂ଃՂຟ౨ؓڶᘝ
ऱګ९֗ፖΖิ࣍طڍԱΔઌኙ
چଡԳ։ࠆऱழၴঁ֟ԱΖኔڇઐඨ
壀౨࠰ףܗิ९Δאᚨבലࠐཷ
ᄅิऱᏁΖტᢟદߐࡪࡢࠐڣڍ
ิ܂९ऱ࢘֨ࠃ࡚Ζʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻຫडஃʼʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
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ʳ

ʳʳʳʳʳʻޕႚሐʼʳ

Career

The theme for our church was “pray”, and our cell
group followed this theme. We held a half-hour
prayer meeting prior to
every cell meeting to let
members experience the
truthfulness of God. Our
attendance
increased
and reached over twenty
people at times, with newcomers regularly joining
our meetings and events.
B e si d e s
c el l
g r o up
meetings, we also held
spiritual
training
and
outreach meetings, which
allowed
members
to
achieve balanced growth
in terms of knowledge,
training and evangelism.
As the number of cell
members
i n c r ea s ed ,
personal
sharing
time
became more scarce. We
really hope that God can
provide us with additional
cell leaders, so that we
can multiply in the future. Special thanks to Judy
Hum for her faithful service as our leader over the
years.
(Rev. Chan)
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ᚑ㕍⥜ቑ↢

Young Adult and Student

ტ壀ᔅݺଚॹګڇፖᖂس࢘֨ࠃ࡚ऱาઽิ९ࡉ
ኔิ९Ζॹګڇڶ۶ᑥᐃΕࣥໃᎌΕ്ࣥ匃Εࣥڇ
՞Εࣥ႓₧ΕຽࠉဎΕਲᕟᑥს֗ᘕةሒΙڇᖂس
ڶฅ༚៖Ε۶ఆࢣΕޕㅯੴΕܦᓉ֮֗ࡌᑥᏚΖהଚ
Ꮖ՛ิΔᅃิ
Δྤᓵڇၲ֨
ࢨ႞࿀ऱழଢՈ
յઌ֭ڼΖʳ
ʳ
G12ګࢨִޢ
ࠟޢਣཚᜰ۩ᄎ
ᤜΔᅝխԫٵᡷ
ܫΔյઌ֭Δ
ࠀᆖ܂ቃ
ໂΖڇՂڣתΔ
ࠟ݁ڶլٵऱ
ᜤٽፋᄎΙڇՀ
ڣתΔॹګނ
ψPS3ωຍᠲ
ᘜԵࠩהଚऱፋᄎᇙΔࠀڶઙᡷ࡙ΔᖂسٍᜰᙄԱ
ψኔᔌॾ֨ωᝑஆΖʳ
ॹګᜰᙄԱאψ٤ࢨתഗᅮஈ–ᨋࡎω܂ᠲ
ޗऱಯ䣹ᄎΔۖᖂسٍᜰᙄԱאψڕ۶૿ኙ᠏᧢ω
ᠲऱಯ䣹ᄎΖࠟ݁ףԱψ᧓ԫ᧓ۯנኙω壂ଃፋ
ᄎΔᅝխݺଚᝮᓮࠩ၌መԲԼۯᄅ֖ࣛஂנΔᝫהࠡڶ
壂ଃፋᄎࠏཬڕᖫֲΖ
ტΔ࣍ڣװᖂسڶնۯᄅ֖ࣛॾΔॹګڇঞ
ڶԫॾۯΖาઽิ९ࡉኔิ९ቸԫીΔᤉᥛ֨ٵ
ࠃ࡚ΖڇԲሿԫሿڣΔݺଚലᄎႃխ࣍G3 ऱ࿇୶ࡉၷפ
ᏆΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻᩅொ 

We thank God for our faithful cell leaders and
interns in both zones. In YA Zone we have Cindy
Ho, Andy Lam, Katherine Lam, Michael Lam,
Queenie Lam, Eva Mak, Debby Or and Winston Siu.
In S-Zone we have Edward But, Joey Ho, Jessie Li,
Jason Ng and Ginny Zhou.
They lead cell groups, care
for cell members and
provide support for each
other during both good and
bad times.
G12 members hold monthly
or bi-weekly meetings for
prayer, support and prestudy. In the first half of the
year, both zones had
different joint events with
Yappers and Hingstone. In
the second half, YA Zone
incorporated the congregation theme, “PS3”, into
their program and had
prayer nights. S-Zone held
seminars to discuss how our faith can be applied in
different contexts.
YA Zone held a retreat with the theme “Full/PartTime Christians – Marketplace Spirituality”, while
S-Zone held another retreat with the theme “What
to Do When Facing Changes”. Both zones
participated in the “919 Party”, in which we invited
over 20 new friends, and other outreach events
such as tree planting.
Praise the Lord for the five new converts in S-Zone
and the one in YA Zone last year. With a great
team of cell leaders and interns, we will focus on
G3 development and team leadership in 2010.
(Pastor Or)
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ڇԲሿሿڣऱՂڣתΔاܓडஃᤉᥛᏆᖄထഘΔ
܀ᙟ৵ࡉהஃئऱࠃ࡚Գ୶ঁسၲԱᄅऱԫΔݺଚڇ
ᡷܫխಖ࢚הଚΖტᨬભΔ壀ᏆءԳᜤٵࠢഘ
ऱڇࡢࡪݬכ壂ଃՠ܂ՂԫದٵՠΖڇݺԮִٝڤإၲ
ࡨᖜٚഘႚሐऱ೭Ζ

In the first half of 2009, the English Ministry continued
under the leadership of Rev. Bill Lippman. Our prayers
are with him and Mary as they move on and begin a
new chapter in their lives of ministry work. We thank
and praise God for a new partnership in the work of
the Gospel between the brothers and sisters at
GCGCNY and myself. I officially began my work as
English Ministry pastor in July.
In the first few months as the new pastor, I
placed emphasis on nurturing new relationships with our existing lay leadership. This
gradually provided me with a clearer
understanding and identification of their
needs and where they were in their spiritual
journeys. The leaders had wonderful
opportunities to discuss and share about
the future direction of the church and how
it fits in with their spiritual growth and
leadership development.

ګᄅႚሐ৵ऱᑇִᇙΔॺݺൄထૹഛߛءԳፖٚᏆ
ऱᣂএΔຍᨃݺດዬ堚ᄑ֗ᇞהଚऱᏁࡉᨋࡎၞ
৫ΖฒᏆڶભړऱᖲᄎנ܂ಘᓵ֗։ࠆڶᣂඒᄎࠐآ
ऱֱٻΔאીהٽଚऱᨋࡎګ९ࡉᏆᖄ࿇୶Ζ
ഘࡡᄎمԱԫଡᄅऱਮዌ܂ਐᖄֱಾΔᨃݺ
ଚڇᏆᖄഘழ౨ಳॾޣኔࡉ࠱။ऱګ९Ζࡡᄎڇ
אՀԮଡᣂૹរՂፖ壀ٵՠΔլឰေ۷֗༈ޣ
ޏၞΚʻԫʼֲശਈᛩቼΕʻԲʼ՛ิࠃՠΕʻԿʼଡ
Գ॰ஈಝᒭΕʻʼᔞᚨߓอΕʻնʼ؆୶ߓอΕʻքʼ
ࠃՠߓอ֗ʻԮʼᏆ࿇୶ߓอΖ
ࢬڶٚഘࡡᄎऱګຟ৬ᤜشԫழ
ၴࠐᡷܫΔൕᄅᒔᎁהଚڇຍᏆᖄߡۥխᤉᥛࠃ
࡚ऱ֨ݳΖؾছΔഘࡡᄎऱګڶΚᏥ୮
ᐝΕຫ௯Ε႓້ඝΕቯ֮Ε႓ሒᅜΕ׆ᖠΕ
Tom MoreΕܦᡤႚሐ֗ᆺՕᎮडஃΖ
ഘإႃխ࣍ࠟଡࠃՠᛩቼΚ՛ิࠃՠ֗
॰ಝԿԳิΔຍ౨ᚥܗኔᔌݺଚऱਐ–חຯທ֗
ᏺ॰ஈΖ॰ಝԿԳิআၞࡳ֗ጹയऱᣂএΔۖ
ຍᣂএᄎፂՕᄗԫ۟ڣԫ׳ؐתڣΖຍழၴ
መ৵Δۯޢ॰ஈലᙇᖗࠀᝮᓮ؆ࠟګݮࡢࡪכݬۯ
ᄅऱ॰ಝԿԳิΖʳ
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Regarding the English Ministry Committee,
a new framework has been introduced as
guidelines that will be used by our leaders
to pursue faithfulness, excellence and
growth in our ministry. The committee will
seek, in partnership with the Lord, to
evaluate on a consistent basis the following seven
key areas: 1) Sunday Worship Environment, 2) Small
Groups Ministry, 3) Personal Discipleship, 4) Assimilation System, 5) Outreach System, 6) Ministry System
and 7) Leadership Development System.
All existing EMC members were asked to engage in a
specific period of prayer to re-confirm their continued
service in this leadership role. Presently, the members
of the EMC are: Shermeen Law, Howard
Chin, Hoytson Wong,
Carmen Tse, Danny
Wong, Xiao Wang,
Tom More, Pastor
Goh, and Rev. Yip.
The English Ministry
has been focusing on
two primary environments: Small Groups
Ministry and Discipleship Triads. These are
fundamental to the
fulfillment
of
our
mandate of making
and
multiplying
disciples. Discipleship
triads
facilita te
intentional and intensive relationships that last for
approximately one to one and a half years. After this

ኙຍࠄรԫזऱ॰ஈࠐᎅΔࡅ״ଡܑ壀༵ᙇऱ॰ஈਢ
ॺൄૹऱΖהଚലᏆං೯ഘऱ९ཚᖞ᧯࿇୶ؾ
ᑑ–ψ۞܂࿇ګ९ΕཷΕಇᇨऱ॰ஈωΖტऱࠎ
ᚨΔڇכݬࠄڶԼִٝբ໌ᙄԱࠟଡ॰ಝԿԳิΖ

ڇԲሿሿڣऱ
່৵ᑇִᇙΔݺ
ଚڇฃ֗าᆏ
ՂՀԱլ֟פ
֛Δ٤ᄎฒ࣍
Բሿԫሿૹڣᖞ
ໂΖٚ֗բ
༵ᙇऱ՛ิิ९
ᜰ۩Աڻڍऱฆ
ွ։ࠆᄎΖࢬڶ
ഘऱګԳ՛
ิലᄎڶอԫऱ
ؾऱፖֱٻΔࠀ
յઌ֭Δ։ࠆ٥ٵऱฆွॾપࡉࠃՠរΖ
ݺଚऱฆွॾપਢψᚥڍޓܗऱԳᆖᖵფऱᆢ᧯ࡉࡎس
ऱ᠏᧢Δګڇ९ᇙޓቝഗᅮωΖࠐآڇऱֲΔݺଚࠃ
ՠऱு֨ਮዌലᄎطቸৈࢤ᠏ฝࠩ՛ิࢤΖ
ࠃڣ֟ॹڇՠֱ૿Δݺଚऱᄅኔႚሐʳ Tom More ፖ
ڶऱᏆ܂ٽ༭ݶΔᤉᥛݺଚऱॣխᖂࠎ༼سԫଡ
ךየԺऱᛩቼΔຍᑌঁ౨ᚥܗᏆტࡉड塄ᖂسऱ
ࡎسΖڇഗᅮऱߩٱቸৈᇙΔݺଚጐԺچআၞאၲ࣋ऱ
ڤݮፖئ׀ኙᇩΔࠌݺଚ౨ജԫװ܂ٽٵ৬مԫଡڶრ
ᆠ֗ᛧ֭ऱॣխᖂࠃسՠΖ
ݺଚڇԼԲִԲԼֲ࠹௦ऱᄎฒᨬભΚJason
ᣱᖧΕຫॾ۩ΕJames

ChangΕຽ

ReluniaΕJenny

SunΕ

Clement ZhouΕஈᐱ֗ݦᏥ৬ݦΖݺଚ౨ᜰ۩ຍଡݶ
ᑗۖᤛ೯Գ֨ऱ௦៖Δኔڇਢ፞壀ऱఴ壂Ζݺଚཚઐထ
壀ڇԲሿԫሿڣݺଚڜඈऱԫ֊Δᣋࢬڶዊᤌቈᨬຟ
ូղݺଚऱΖ

Issuing the call to individual disciples, who have been
strategically set apart by the Lord, is of critical
importance for the first generation of disciples. They
will set in motion the overall
long-term initiative of the
English Ministry, “To grow selfinitiating, reproducing, fully
devoted followers of Jesus
Christ”. By the Lord’s provision,
two men’s discipleship triads
began in October.
The latter months of 2009 were
spent
strategically
on
preparing for the details of a
congregation-wide re-launch
of our Small Groups Ministry in
2010. Vision sharing sessions
were held with all existing and
prospective small group
leaders. All English Ministry
adult small groups will be
unified in purpose, direction,
and support. They will share a common vision
statement and ministry features.

՛ิࠃՠנ܂ᄷ

MoonΕ႓ՏΕٔੳੳΕᚊైΕNicolas

period of time, each disciple will prayerfully select
and invite two others to form a new discipleship triad.

The vision statement is “To help as many people as
possible experience a loving community and lifechanging growth towards Christ-likeness.” Going
forward, our congregation’s core ministry structure will
be making the shift from one that is fellowship-based
to one that is more focused and small groups-based.
In youth ministries, our new pastoral intern Tom More
has been working well with our lay youth leaders to
continuously offer an engaging and vibrant
environment for our junior and high school students.
This will help the leaders impact and disciple the
students’ lives. In Footprints of Christ, special efforts
were made to facilitate open dialogue with the
parents. This will enable us to cooperatively establish
a meaningful and well-supported junior high ministry.
We praise God for those who were baptized on
December 20th: Jason Moon, Annette Wong, Crystal
Ng, Taffy Lung, Nicholas Chang, Philip Mak, Santos
Chan, James Relunia, Jenny Sun, Clement Zhou,
Jeremy Seto, and Catherine Law. We were blessed
with a joyful and moving baptism service. We look
forward to what God has in store for us in the year of
2010. May our Lord be glorified in all things.
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ഏഘԲሿሿڣऱᠲਢψאფઌຑωΖݺଚԫֱ૿
ຏመୂࣥڍছऱᝑሐΔᖂڕ۶ݺ៱ࣚ܌Δ៱ऱ֮֏
હནࡉᆞऱᣯॴΔڇऱფᇙګԫଡڼઌფऱᆢ
᧯Ιԫֱ૿Δݺଚڇඒᄎቸৈسࡉ٥࡚ࠃٵխᖙᒭ
ڼ൷୲ץΔյઌ्ࡳࡉቔᚐΔֲڇൄسխᖙᒭ
ڼᣂࡉյઌݿΖڇऱფ
ᇙΔഏഘऱࡢࡦכݬመװԫ
ڣᒔኔګԫଡޓጹയڼچ
ຑΔڼსઌৱऱᆢ᧯Ζ
ྤᓵਢڇ൶ΔᏆֲᖂΔ
ࢨਢ՛ิ։ࠆऱழଢΔൄൄڶ
ᄅࠐඒᄎऱ֖ࣛଚݺ္ܫଚΔ
הଚ ڇຍ ଡ ඒᄎ Δ ڇ՛ ิ ᇙ
૿Δᒔኔტ࠹ࠩຍਢԫଡფऱ
ᆢ᧯ΔהଚᆖᖵࠩԫጟფΔਢ
ፖՂլٵऱΔ۟ፖ୮Գ
ऱფՈլٵΖڂຍଡᒴਚΔ
լឰڶᄅ֖ࣛݺ֧ࠩܮଚխ
ၴࠐΔᣋრࡉݺଚԫګٵ壀
ऱࠝՖΖ
ڇऱფᇙݺଚਢԫଡٵڼ
ᖜᐡ ൛ऱ ᆢ ᧯Ζ ڇᆖ ᛎ  ٲᖲ
խΔࡢࡦכݬଚ೯ᣂ֨Δቔ
ᚐࡉᚥܗ؈ᄐऱ֖ࣛଚΔڶᆺ
ᐝࣟࡦࡢࡉຫᖠটכݬ೯ิ៣༉ᄐ֭՛ิΔՈڶ
ৰࡢࡦכݬڍބՠ܂ऱ֖ࣛଚଡܑ༼ࠎᚥܗΖڣװն
ִॣΔᅝDennisכݬԱᏗলᛮऱஒႚၲ৵Δࡦכݬ
ࡢଚ૰֊چהᡷܫΔటᇨᣂ֨ംଢΔ೯༼ࠎ८ᙒࡉ
൷ಬऱᚥܗΖݺଚࠩΔڂထ壀ऱՕ౨ࡉॾኔΔેᣄ֘
ۖࠌݺଚޓၞԵהऱფΔהऱფޓጹയຑڇԫ
ದΖ
ݺଚՈڇऱფᇙࠃࣚ֨ٵףޓΔ။ࠐ။ڍऱࡢࡦכݬ
ףԵࣚࠃऱ۩٨ΖឈྥԼࡌڣഘᐜ৵ԫޅઌᅝૹऱٵ
ՠᠦၲΔথڍޓڶऱࡢࡦכݬ೯ᣋრፖࠝ࿙ֲ
ᖂΕ՛ิΕګԳֲᖂࡉࠡࠃהՠऱࣚࠃΖᙝ८क़Ε܀
״દ/༙ॹΕRobert/NiovenΕ᎓ᔲΕᑰ壂堚Ε୪ߢڙ
ࡢࡦכݬ٣৵ၲࡨፖ՛ิऱࣚࠃΙݚኄຳΕ്Εඩ
اΕ५ࣥᗊၲࡨፖګԳֲᖂऱඒᖄΙഏࠝ࿙
ֲᖂ۔ஃࠐءԫऴΔڂ܀ထᇄᖠΕ്ඣΕܦ
ΕඦԫێΕާၫΕຫ؏ख़ΕஊᤚاΕܦഠܩࡦכݬ
ࡢऱףԵΔஃᇷၷ़ٔছൎՕΙم׆ڶޓᔕכݬ൷ཙ
Vivianګࠝ࿙ֲᖂऱco-ordinatorΔࠌVivian౨ജ
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The theme of the Mandarin Congregation for 2009
was “Together in Love”. Through sermons on
1 Corinthians, we learned to conquer our old self and
to become a loving community in Christ. By
participating in fellowship and serving together, we
practiced how to accept, affirm and encourage one
a n o th er . Vi s i to r s to o ur
gatherings often told us that
they observed a different kind of
love among us that attracted
them to join us, with many of
them accepting Christ to
become children of God.
We are a community of love
that carries the burden of each
other. During the financial crisis,
brothers and sisters proactively
encouraged and assisted those
who became unemployed.
After Dennis Ken was diagnosed
with cancer in May, many
prayed fervently for his recovery
and helped his family in
practical ways. Through trusting
in His faithfulness during these
trials and tribulations, we experienced His love in more profound
ways. As a result, our relationships became more intimate.
Many brothers and sisters
became actively involved by
serving in different areas. While many important
leaders joined Peoples Gospel Church after the
Mandarin Congregation 10th anniversary celebration,
God raised up many brothers and sisters to take the
place of those who left. In fact, as more people
become involved, Children Sunday School is now
better staffed than ever. We give thanks to God, for
their participation is a sign of their maturity in Christ.
We joyfully celebrated our 10th anniversary, thanks to
Connie Song, Edwin Wang and Helen Wu who led the
organizing committee. A beautiful 10th anniversary
magazine and a special slideshow were produced to
commemorate the event and to recount God’s
grace and wondrous acts among us. Close to 300
people attended the celebration banquet on
September 12th. Shenling Xia travelled from Florida to
lead a series of revival meetings that challenged us to
walk faithfully with Christ. The celebration ended with
the commissioning of 21 brothers and sisters to
Peoples Gospel Church, and with that the Mandarin
Congregation entered a new stage.
With regards to evangelism, the congregation grew in
numbers as brothers and sisters enthusiastically shared
the gospel. Over 150 newcomers came to our gather-

ڶழၴᏆխسऱ՛ิΖݺଚٻڼტΔڂ
ຍਢګࡎسࡢࡦכݬᑵऱ।ΔਢኙფऱڃᚨΖ
ݺଚᦟڣװڇݶᑗچᐜఴԱഏഘمګԼࡌڣΖഘᐜ
ऱ೯ᤂໂݚط൯ࠕ॑Εੋ׆ෘࡉܦ௧ଓᙰຂΖ
ܦ௧ଓࡦࡢࡉᒳᙀ՛ิנठԱփ୲᠆༄ࡉ壄ભऱԼࡌڣ
ಖ࢚עΔᑇጩࡉ
ߠဳመװԼڣၴ
壀ڇഏഘऱ᠆
ฐࠢࡉ࡛܂ݎ
Ι႓֛سةഡ
ࡉඩ֛اഡ
ૠࡉ፹܂ԱԼ
ࡌڃڣᅃׂ୶
ࡉslideshowΙ
ڶല२300Գנ
ஂԱִԼԲֲ

ings -- more than 40 of them joined our cell groups
and fellowships, 40 were called to accept Christ as
their personal Saviour, 20 began their new believer
training, and 15 people received baptism. Two new
cells, Morning Dew and Joshua, were added last
year. During the summer, we saw the need to share
the gospel with Chinese visa students. Even though
we were short on manpower, we tried our best to
care for the
students.
Within a few
m o n t h s ,
Morning Dew
grew
from
less than 10
members to
almost
20,
and
5
of
them
confirmed
their
b el i ef
in
Jesus.

܀ᣋ壀ऱᇩ֚ޢຟਢݺଚᆬছऱᗉΔ
܀ᣋ壀ऱᇩ֚ޢຟਢݺଚᆬছऱᗉΔ ሁՂऱ٠Δ
ሁՂऱ٠Δ
ګݺଚദৗऱਐ֧Ε
ګݺଚദৗऱਐ֧Ε 塄ߛࠝՖऱਐ֧Ε
塄ߛࠝՖऱਐ֧ Εՠ܂ऱਐ
֧ࡉࣚࠃऱਐ֧Ξ
֧ࡉࣚࠃऱਐ֧Ξʳ
We pray that His Word will be a lamp for our
feet and a light for our path, and will serve as
instructions for our marriages, parenthood,
careers and ministries... ʳ

ऱഘᐜඡ୯Ι
عສכݬൕ۵ᢅߺሒࠐᜯᏆԱԫߓ٨ഛᨋፋᄎΔঠᚐ
ݺଚᇿᙟ॰ஈΖഘᐜಖ࢚೯ڇ21ࡢࡦכݬۯ
ছᆄا壂ଃഘၲࡨഏࠃՠऱᡷܫխޔΔഏഘऱ
ࠃՠՈڇऱ֧ᏆՀၞԵԫଡᄅऱၸΖʳ
ڇԲሿሿڣΔࡢࡦכݬଚᤉᥛᑷ֨ႚ壂ଃΔڼڂ

The
ministry
committee is more organized despite many changes
last year. As several members left their duties for
various reasons, other brothers and sisters stepped up
to fill the openings. The following seven members are
faithfully serving in the committee: Jason Chen,
Sophia Hsia, Bill Li, Zhang Yang, Eric Zhao, Paul Zhang,
and Samuel Xiao.

լה܀ଚऱګڇࡎس९ΔඒᄎऱԳᑇՈڇᏺ९Ζװ
ڣՕપڶ150ۯڍᄅ֖ࣛࠐࠩݺଚխၴΔࠡխڶ40
׳ؐۯڍᘜԵԱඒᄎऱ՛ิࡉቸৈΔڶ၌መ40ۯᐠ
ሐ֖ࣛެॾݳΔ20ॾॣۯڍऱࡢࡦכݬ൷࠹ᇿၞ
்ഛΔࠟڻ௦៖٥ڶ15࠹ࡢࡦכݬۯੑΖڣװᄅᏺ
Աࠟଡ՛ิΔԫଡਢཛ՛ิΔԫଡਢપࠅ՛
ิΖڣװ֚Δᨃݺଚߠৰڍൕխഏࠐऱఎᖂ
سᏁ壂ଃΔឈྥݺଚᤚ֟ٵՠΔ܀ᝫਢጐࢬ
౨ऱװᣂࠐࠩݺଚᅝխऱᖂسΖਢ༓ଡִऱழ
ၴΔཛ՛ิൕၲࡨլࠩ10ګۯᏺࠩףല२20
ۯΔࠡխڶ5ॾݳެۯΖ
ഏࠃՠᄎֱ૿ΔݺଚۯڍڶᄅٵՠףԵΖឈྥ១
ԯᜣڂכݬఐᠦၲٵՠᄎΙੋ׆ෘݚࡉכݬ൯ࠕ॑
ࡦࡢװԱᆄاഘΙضରࡦࡢެࡳڇޔഏഘऱኔࠀ
༈ބᄅऱՠΔ܀ਢٵՠᄎऱګ֘ۖڶᏺףΖຫࣧݬ
כΕࡢࡦࣔةΕޕᓡᄅכݬΕ്ࡦࡢࡉ᎓ᔲכݬ٣
৵ᚨᝮၞԵࠃՠᄎΔףՂࠐऱ്֮ࣟݬ࣪ߕࡉכݬ
כΔԮګۯࠡٺΔലഏഘ૿ֱٺऱࣚࠃᏆ
մմڶයΖ

Our God is Jehovah Jireh, who provides everything
we need. When Connie Song – who led the caring
ministry and the senior fellowship over the years –
announced that she would be joining PGC, many of
us were concerned about finding a suitable replacement to fill her role. However, God provided Zhang
Yang, Annie Yau and Yang Zhongli to fill in nicely for
Connie. Furthermore, Helen Wu took over as Office
Administrator of the Mandarin Congregation in
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ݺଚऱ壀టਢળࡉဎא೬Δࠎᚨݺଚ૿ֱٺऱᏁΖݚ
൯ࠕ॑ࡦࡢࠐڣڍຂഏഘऱᣂࠃՠࡉ९ॹቸৈऱ

September. She was instrumental in restructuring and
improving the finances, cell group communication
and the library system.

ᏆΔጠഏഘऱਪفΖᅝڔ᠏װᆄاഘऱஒႚ
ၲ৵Δৰࡢࡦכݬڍৰᖜ֨ΔຍᏖԫڶۯფ֨ࡉ౨Ժऱ
ࡦࡢᠦၲΔᓴ౨זཙڔऱߡࡋۥΛݺଚߠᘋದࡉ

The theme for 2010 will be “Taking Root in God’s Love
and Living Well.” God promises that all who belong to
Him will live abundantly in Christ and receive His

്Ε५ࣥᗊΕᄘࡲࡦࡢፖᣂࠃ
࡚ࡉ९ृऱࠃՠΔඒᄎऱࠃՠԫរࠩ࠹ڶ
ჾΖᝫܦڶ௧ଓࡦࡢִ൷ཙഏഘ۩ਙ
ٵՠ೭৵Δ৬ૹࡉمᖞԱഏഘऱತ೭Ε
՛ิຏಛࡉቹጥߓอΔࠌഏഘऱ
۩ਙጥࠃՠயՕᏺףΖ
ԲሿԫሿڣഏഘऱᠲਢψཬფΔ
נભړωΖ壀ऱᚨਢՅ᥆הऱԳຟڇળ
ᗫഗᅮᇙထ᠆ฐऱࡎسΔࢬڶფהऱԳຟ
፞הᔅ壂Ζݺଚॾ壀ऱᚨਢݺڇאױ
ଚسऱޢԫଡᐋ૿ኔऱΔຍݺଚᣋრ
ػࣔףޓળᗫഗᅮऱფਢ۶᠆༄ࡉ९ខ
Ιᣋრॾףޓᔾ壀ऱՕ౨ՕԺΙᣋრޓ
ףႉࣚהऱࡅ״Ζ
ڇᄅऱԫڣᇙΔݺଚऱᡷܫਢΚ܀ᣋޢԫࡢࡦכݬۯൕ
֨ᨋऱᒔव۞աਢ፞壀სფऱࠝՖΔྤ࣍۟אᓵ۶
ழ۶ڇΔݺଚኙ۞աࡉԳسຟךየॾ֨ࡉઐඨΙ܀ᣋᆣ
ᨋޢڇԫ֚ຟലഗᅮऱფךየݺଚऱ֨Δ࣍۟אഗᅮऱ
სየᄨݺڇଚࢬڶऱԳᎾᣂএխΙ܀ᣋ壀ऱᇩޢԫ
֚ຟਢݺଚᆬছऱᗉΔሁՂऱ٠Δګݺଚദৗऱਐ
֧Ε塄ߛࠝՖऱਐ֧Εՠ܂ऱਐ֧ࡉࣚࠃऱਐ֧Ιࠌݺ
ଚऱദৗኦ᧩ഗᅮऱფΔݺଚऱࠝՖګᄃಇऱ৵זΔ
ݺଚऱՠ܂የڶᑗࡉየߩΔݺଚऱࣚࠃګהԳऱఴ
壂Ζψڂ߷ڇᇙڶળࡉဎࢬࡎࡳऱ壂Δ༉ਢةऱس
ࡎΖǌ
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blessings. We firmly believe that His promise can be
experienced in all areas of life. This requires our willingness to attain a deeper understanding of the love of
Christ, to trust in His sovereignty, and to obey His call.
Our prayer for the coming year is that brothers and
sisters will truly believe that they are God’s children
who live with faith and hope. We pray that the Holy
Spirit will fill our hearts everyday, so that His grace will
overflow in our interactions with others. We pray that
His Word will be a lamp for our feet and a light for our
path, and will serve as instructions for our marriages,
parenthood, careers and ministries. May our
marriages be the manifestation of God’s love, our
children be Godly, our careers be filled with joy and
contentment, and our ministries be the blessing for
others. “For there the LORD bestows his blessing, even
life forevermore.”

อૠᑇڗʳ
อૠᑇڗʳ Statistics
ֲؓ݁ശਈԳᑇΰᆕαʳ ګԳᇘໂፖ৬مᓰ࿓ʳʳʳ
Avg. Worship Attendance ఄᑇʳʳE&E Classesʳ
ʻCantonese)ʳ

าઽ՛ิ  ॣॾެ ݳ
ᇿၞ 
֟ڣശਈؓ݁Գᑇ 
Cell Groups New Believers Follow-ups Avg. Youth Worship
Attendance

Ⳃ῭
Goal

135

6

12

38

30

ᆺ䱯
Actual

120*

6

13**

15

11

∗

9***

ࠐऱؾᑑץਔ֟ڇڣփΔ৵ࠐڣ֟ॹڂ։ၲശਈΔԯലছଡִ܂ᓳᖞΔ݁ؓڼԳᑇႛז।ګԳԳᑇΖʳʳ
ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
The original goal included youths. However, we adjusted the average for the first 9 months by removing the
average number of youths who had their own service. The average attendance shown here represented
only adults. ʳ

** ૫യิڻޢፋᄎ։ګԿิΙIGCڶԿิΙYAPԿิΙHingstoneԿଡࡐࡳ։ิΙCrossroadΰ֟ڣαԫิΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
Carmel: 3 random sub-cells, IGC: 3 cells, YAP: 3 cells, Hingstone: 3 fixed sub-cells, Crossroad (youths): 1 cell.
*** ॹ֟ڣശਈطԫִִ۟ΔஂנԳᑇ7ԳΔִԲԼֲ৵ᏺ۟13ԳΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
Average youth service attendance was 7 from Jan. to Sept. and went up to 13 after September 20th.
ഏഘֲؓ݁ശਈԳᑇΰִԲԼֲ۟ԼԲִࢍʼΚ30
Average Sunday attendance of Mandarin Congregation (Sept. 20th to end of Dec.): 30
ֲࠝ࿙ஂנԳᑇʳΚ25
Average Sunday children attendance: 25
࠹ੑԳᑇʳBaptismΚ19
ᆕഘΰքִαΚඩිᓊΕඩစཕΕඩඬঢΕඩ९ΕᗝူݐΕ๕ܩᙲΕᯪߐᔃΕࢭۍΕ׆᪶᪶Ε႓ᄑΕʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
׆௯ΕᗩࢣΕᣤު㼎ΙΰԼԲִαΚ്ݦዾΕ۶ΕޕቯᏚΕਜទʳʳ
Cantonese (June): Eilina Leung, Jackson Leung, Kris Leung, Ricky Leung, Alison Lo, Wendy Mok, Calvin Shien,
Vincent Tse, Minnie Wang, Alicia Wong, Stephen Wong, Winnie Wu, Connie Yim; (December): Angela Cheung ,
Mabel Ho, Karen Lee, Patrick Sy

ഏഘΰԼԲִαΚޕ৬ಀΕ֮ؓʳ
Mandarin (December): Jian Ru Li, David Xue

ԲሿሿԶ۟Բሿԫԫڣᠲ

Theme for 2008-2011

ഗᅮ֨ݺΔཬิᨋʳ

Becoming Mature Christians Through Cells

ᄅࠃՠ
ᆄاഘڇԲሿሿڣၞ۩Ա༓ႈऱ᧢ޏΚݺଚףൎ
Ա֟ࠃڣՠΙᄅཬԱഏഘΔࠐࣚࠃഏऱᆢ᧯Δٻᔣ
२ࡺا؆୶Ιڇࠢഘऱఴ壂ՀΔᆖመ९ழၴऱᡷܫፖ
ಘᓵ৵ΔᆄاഘެࡳڇԿڣ৵ᗑمΔؾছإཛؾڼᑑܘ
Ժၞ۩Ζ

ࠃՠਮዌ
ءऱड塄՛ิΔፖࠃՠᄎ܂ٽΔ፹ૡٺႈࠃՠਮዌऱ
าᆏΔץਔΚ৬ഘΕತ೭Εࠝ࿙Ε܉ሐΕᇿၞΕګԳഗ

New Initiatives
PGC underwent major changes in 2009. We invigorated our youth ministry and planted a Mandarin
congregation to serve the Mandarin-speaking
community and reach out to our neighbourhood.
With the blessings of GCGC and after much prayer
and discussion, the members of PGC opted for
independence in three years. We are now busily
working towards that goal.

Ministry Structure
The original pastoring team worked with the Ministry
Committee to set out the details in our ministry

ඒΖʳ
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structure to cover different
areas
which
include:
building, finance, children,
evangelism,
follow-up,
and
adul t
Christian
education.

إଖٺႈࠃՠၲࡨᏺ९ழΔ
ݺଚߠૹิऱᏁΖᆖመ
ԫߓ٨ऱၲᄎಘᓵΔެࡳല
ᆄاഘૹิଡؓᘝऱࠃ
ՠᒤʻឈྥؾছࠃٺՠऱ࿇
୶ၞ৫լٵʼΚᆕΕഏΕ
ॹ֟ࠝ֗ڣ࿙Ζड塄՛ิ
Κᆕʻኣ്ቯᓉΕޕႧ
ഗΕᘕडஃʼΔഏʻੋ׆ෘኔ
ႚሐΕݚ൯ࠕ॑Εᘕड
ஃʼΔॹ֟ڣʻᢅఉྐྵኔႚ
ሐΕޕႧഗΕ್৸ᎌΕᘕड
ஃʼΔࠝ࿙ʻඩᐜᄐʼലطᘕܨ
ւભ༼ࠎड塄৬ᤜΖࠃٺՠ
՛ิڇᆄاഘࠃՠࡡᄎհՀΔࠀطᆄاഘࠃՠࡡᄎ
ٻࠢഘऱചࠃᄎʻएᇀࠃᄎʼܫΖʳ
ݺଚڶԫଡॺൄ्ߪऱٵՠቸၷΔהଚ܂Աৰڍऱᥔ
੪ࠌٺႈࠃՠٻאছං୶ΖᣋদদچהଚΖʳ

ࠝ࿙ࠃՠ
ࠝ࿙ࠃՠࣚࠃऱਢࠟᄣ۟ք్ڣऱࠝ࿙ΔڇԲሿሿڣ
ၴڶֲ݁ؓԲԼնࠝۯ࿙ףΖᙟထڣ᎘୮அऱᏺף

As the various areas of
ministry began to grow,
we saw the need to
re-structure. The result of a
series
of
planning
meetings was the reorganization of PGC into
four parallel areas of
ministry (currently at different levels of development):
Cantonese,
Mandarin, Youth and Children. Pastoring committees
were set up: Cantonese (Connie Liu, Ken Lee, Rev.
Siu), Mandarin (Edwin Wang – intern, Connie Song,
Rev. Siu), Youth (Lok-Kei Law – intern, Ken Lee, Cecil
Mah, Rev. Siu), Children (Roymond Leung) with
pastoral advice provided by Dorcas Siu. Ministry
committees covering these four areas work under the
supervision of the PGC Ministry Committee, which in
turn reports to the Governing Board of GCGCNY.
We have a dedicated team of colleagues who have
made many sacrifices to carry the various ministries
forward. May the Lord reward them abundantly.

ፖഏഘऱمګΔࠝ࿙᜔Գᑇլឰࡳᏺ९ΖྥۖΔڂ

Children Ministry

ଢ֗ཚऱᒴਚΔཔ֗ֆฒཚΔڍ୮அנ؆ྀ

The Children ministry served children between the
age of 2 and grade 6. It had an average of 25
children each Sunday in 2009. With the increase of
young families and new additions from the Mandarin
congregation, the overall
a tten da nc e
wen t
up
steadily.
However,
the
attendance fluctuated with
different
seasons
and
weather. In the summer,
many families were on
vacation. In the fall, many
children got sick upon
returning to school.

Δڇટ֚Δࠝ࿙ૹ१ᖂீۖტఏఐऱՈլ֟Δຍຟ
ᐙࠝ࿙ࠃՠऱஂנԳᑇΖ
ٽᏺף
ऱᖂسΔࠝ
࿙ຝՈᐛ
ԫࠄᄅऱ۔
ஃΔૹิ։
ఄΔཚৱޓ
ᔞ֊ࠃࣚچ
 ݺଚ ऱ 
࿙Ζڂᚨ
լឰᏁޓ
ڍᄅ۔ஃΔ
ஃᇷಝᒭՈ
ലດޡૠቤ
ᜰ۩Ζʳ
ʳ
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Due to the increase in
attendance, our ministry
recruited new teachers and
re-organized the classes to
better meet the needs of
our children. More new
teachers will be needed in
the near future, and teacher
training is in our plans.

ॹ֟ࠃڣՠΰ
ॹ֟ࠃڣՠΰ֮α
֮α
ᄅऱॹ֟ڣኔႚሐᢅఉྐྵΔݺଚࠐԺΖመװ༓
ࠐڣΔݺଚऱॹֲ֟ڣᖂ֗ശਈຟڶն۟քଡॣ
խߊᖂسףΖ۞ൕഏഘၲࡨ৵Δ壀ࠐԱնۯՖᖂ
سΔࠀԾᏺףԱ༓ߊۯᖂسΖ۞ִא৵Δݺଚၲࡨ
ԱࠟఄֲᖂΔԫఄਢॣխسΔԫఄਢխسΔֲ
ᖂհ৵ڶᜤٽശਈፋᄎΖტ༓ۯࠢഘऱࡢࡪכݬΔ
መࠐڣࠟװΔޢଡִࠟࠐڻᆄاഘᚥܗᏆॹ֟ڣശ
ਈΖʳ
ᢅכݬڇإඒ༓ڣۯ᎘ԳᐘהٳΔಝᒭהଚᏆഀ
ᇣ֗ശਈΔࠀၲࡨԱխسऱ॰ஈಝᒭΖݺଚݦඨ౨ګ
مԫଡு֨՛ิΔࠐᚥॣܗխᖂسΔ֗א壂ଃ؆୶ऱࠃ
ՠΖؾছݺଚڇإ༈ޣՖᖄஃΔڇՖᖂسᅝխ壂ଃ֗
॰ಝऱՠ܂Ζʳ

ഏࠃՠʳʳ
ഏࠃՠʳʳ
ԲሿሿڣքִၲࡨΔੋ׆ෘΕ๕୮ဎΕᘕܨւભ֗ᘕ

Youth Ministry (English)
Our new intern, Lok-Kei Law, has brought vitality to our
youth ministry. For the past few years, our youth
Sunday school and service were attended by only
five or six junior high and high school boys. God
brought five new girls to us with the start of the
Mandarin congregation, and a few more boys have
also joined since then. We started two Sunday school
classes in September, one for junior high students, and
the other for high school students. These classes were
followed by a joint youth worship service. We are
grateful that several young members from GCGC
helped out by leading our youth service twice a
month for the past two years.
Lok-Kei is teaching several youths to play guitar and
training them to lead singspiration and worship. He
also initiated a discipleship program among the high
schoolers. We are hoping to form a small core group
to work with the junior high students and to perform
outreach. We are currently looking for a female
counselor to work on evangelism and discipleship
among the girls.

डஃิګܑ՛ิΔᤂቤ໌ᙄᆄاഘഏഘΖٵழٍᜰ

Mandarin Congregation

۩ཬഘᡷܫᄎΔڶڍࠢഘഏഘቃໂፖཬഘऱݬ

Beginning in June 2009, Edwin Wang, Edward Mok,
Dorcas Siu and Rev. Siu formed an ad hoc committee
to plan for the planting of the Mandarin congregation at PGC. Meanwhile, prayer meetings were held
and attended regularly by GCGC
leaders who planned to join PGC.

ࡢࡪכףΖ
ڇࠢഘഏഘԼၜڣऱᐜࠢᅝխΔݺଚԼնכݬۯ

ࡪࡢᜰ۩ছᆄاഘऱ៖ΔࠡխץਔΚੋ׆ෘΕޕ
ᡖමΕ႓سةΕ്ߐୠΕຫ՛টΕᆺᐝࣟΕੋޕᛑΕᕧ
ᙩΕ್֚࿉ΕضᖠफΕੌޕᄐΕᢟᐝဍΕိ֩Εᄘ៖
ୃΕߐ॑Ζ٦ףՂᆕഘऱஈةᓡΕാူᐂΔהଚ
ԫګٵഏഘऱรԫګޅΖڶքۯഏഘऱכݬ
ࡪࡢΔٍ࣍Բሿሿ۟ࢍڣԲሿԫሿॣڣຬᥛףԵΚݚ
֮ᔼΕ൯ࠕ॑Ε១ԯᜣΕܦਞΕ५ᛍΕܦഠܩΖʳ

During the 10th anniversary celebration of the GCGC Mandarin
congregation, 15 members (Edwin
and Cathy Wang, Michael and
Helena Chen, Hongtao and Amy Li,
David and Tina Ma, Andy and Siew
Wong, Charles and Rosanna Lee,
David Qin, Lester Yu and Jian Ru Li)
were commissioned for church
planting at PGC. Together with two
members of the Cantonese congregation (James and Christine Seto),
they became the first members of
the Mandarin congregation at PGC.
In addition, six more members from
the GCGC Mandarin congregation
(Tommy and Connie Song, Dennis and May Ken, Ben
and Candy Qiu) will join us by early 2010.
The inaugural Mandarin Sunday service was held on
September 20th, 2009 and attended by 41 members
and newcomers. We held a joint Sunday service with
GCGC on December 20th and a Christmas evangelistic meeting. The average Sunday attendance at
PGC in 2009 was 30 people. Several seekers attended
our service regularly, and three of them accepted

ᆄا壂ଃഘ · ᘕཕႂडஃʳ
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ഏഘรԫڻശਈ࣍ԲሿሿڣִԲԼֲᜰ۩Δڶ41
ۯᄅ֖ࣛ֗ᄎฒףΖԼԲִԲԼֲፖࠢഘഏഘᜤ
ٽശਈΔࠀᜰ۩ᆣᓭᆏ܉ሐᄎΖԲሿሿڣᆄاഘഏ
ഘஂנԳᑇؓ݁30ԳΔڶ༓ۯᐠሐ֖ࣛࡐࡳچףശ
ਈΔբڶԿݳެۯΖ֮ؓࡉޕ৬ಀ֛ഡ࣍ԼԲִ൷࠹
ੑ៖Ζ
ኔႚሐੋ׆ෘኙഏഘऱ࿇୶ΔנבԱৰՕऱܘԺፖ
ಥΖؾছΔݺଚڶԿଡาઽ՛ิΚBOSSΔੋ׆طෘ
ᏆΙUnionvilleΔطஈةᓡᏆΙRichmond

Hill

Δطຫ՛টᏆΖาઽ՛ิิ९ޢଡִፋଈԫڻΔڶ
ٌຏΕᡷ֗ܫഛಝΖޢଡ՛ิऱؓ݁Գᑇਢ10۟12ԳΔ
הଚຟܘڇԺچ൷ᤛᄅ֖ࣛΖʳ

ᆕࠃՠ
ԲሿሿԶڣխΔݺଚެࡳڇছ૿ऱԿڣփΔൎᓳԿֱ૿
ऱࠃՠΚʻԫʼᨋࡎګ९ΕʻԲʼॆ᧯سΕʻԿʼႚ壂ଃΖڇ
ᨋࡎګ९ֱ૿ΔݺଚऱؾᑑਢףᄎฒኙऱფΖ
ڼΔݺଚܘԺഛ塄Κʻiʼᡷܫऱ֨ݳΕʻiiʼ៶ထֲޢᨋଥფ
ᐠऱᇩΕʻiiiʼൈऱ۞ݮݺွΕʻivʼᖙᒭ壀ऱڇٵΖڇ
ॆ᧯سֱ૿ΔݺଚܘԺ࣍ຏመิհၴᗨᄕऱቔᚐፖ
ड塄Δᥛཷาઽ՛ิΔ৬مԫଡڶԺऱᆢ᧯Ζڇ
ႚ壂ଃֱ૿Δݺଚऱૹរਢቔᚐᄎ֖ଚᏆ٤୮ូΖʳ

ڇං೯ᨋࡎګ९ֱ૿ΔݺଚආشԱԫଡᖞٽऱֱڤΖመ
װऱԫڣΔ٤ᄎฒԫݙᦰٵԱᖞءᄅપᆣᆖΖఄګԳ
ֲᖂΔಾኙଡาઽऱิଚΔޢၜ٥ᦰٵᄅપն
ີΖᨋଥֱ૿ঞີޢطᆖ֮խਗᙇԫΔᒳᐊֲޢᚈუ
ޗறΔޢၜնֲΔֲᝑሐঞڼطնີᆖ֮խਗᙇԫଡ
ᠲΖาઽፋᄎխΔቔᚐิ։ࠆࠀಘᓵᔹᦰຍ༓ີᆖ
֮ऱ֨ፖᚨشΖ
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Christ. One couple (David Xue and Jian Ru Li)
received baptism in December.
Our intern, Edwin Wang, has contributed a great deal
to our congregation. Currently, we have three cell
groups: BOSS area (headed by Edwin Wang),
Unionville area (headed by James Seto), and
Richmond Hill area (headed by Michael Chen). Cell
leaders meet once a month for fellowship, prayer and
training. All cells have a regular attendance of 10 to
12 people and are reaching out to their friends.

Cantonese Congregation
In 2008, we decided that in the following three years,
we would emphasize three areas of ministry: (1) spiritual growth, (2) body life and (3) evangelism. In terms
of spiritual growth, our goal is to deepen our love for
the Lord. To achieve this, we endeavour to cultivate
(i) the spirit of prayer, (ii) the love for God’s word
through daily devotions, (iii) a healthy self-image, and
(iv) the practice of the presence of God. In terms of
body life, we seek to build a dynamic community
with reproducing cell groups and members who
actively engage in mutual edification and discipling.
In terms of evangelism, our emphasis is to reach all
the household members of our brothers and sisters.
To promote spiritual growth, we adopted an
integrated approach. Last year we read through the
entire New Testament. We had four Sunday school
classes for members of the cell
zones. We read five NT chapters
each week. Devotional material
was prepared for sections from
each chapter for daily meditation on five days per week, while
Sunday sermons focused on
topics taken from the five
chapters. Cells were encouraged
to share and discuss insights and
applications from the text.
Overall about 70% of the congregation participated in part or
completed the daily devotions,
and about 60% attended our NT
Sunday school classes. The
primary objective was that most
members could acquire the habit
of daily devotions and the basic skills of inductive
Bible study by the end of the year.
To cultivate the spirit of prayer, we continue to
encourage brothers and sisters to practice the five
short breath prayers to experience the presence of
God in their daily lives. A daily prayer list is inserted
into the Sunday bulletin. Many have been using it as
their prayer guide for our church.

We conducted several “Victory in
Christ” retreats for brothers and sisters to
address their previous sins and burdens.
Many of them found the retreats helpful
in their Christian walks.

Cell Ministry
Two of our cell zones underwent major
re-organizations. To facilitate community
outreach, the IGC zone was reorganized into three larger cells based
on location: Stonebridge/BOSS area,
Unionville area, and Richmond Hill area.
We hope that these cells will reach out
to families in their community and
eventually exert positive influence into
their neighbourhood.

Օપۍ։հԮԼऱᄎฒፖຝ։ࢨ٤࿓ֲޢګݙᨋଥΔ
પۍڶ։հքԼऱᄎฒףᄅપᦰᆖऱֲᖂఄΖݺଚ
ਢݦඨՕຝ։ᄎฒࢍڣڇऱழଢΔ౨ജ৬ֲޢم
ᨋଥऱክΔࠀᖂᄎូऄᆖऱഗֱءऄΖʳ
ڇഛߛᡷܫऱ֨૿ֱݳΔݺଚᤉᥛቔᚐ֚ޢࡢࡪכݬᖙ
ᒭնଡ១ऱᡷܫΔᆖᖵ壀ֲڇൄسխऱڇٵΖޢၜ
ശਈ്փΔٍ݈ءڶၜֲޢᡷࠃܫႈΔڍᄎ֖բᆖ
ၲࡨ܂ڼאהଚඒᄎᡷܫऱਐ֧Ζ
ݺଚᜰᙄመ༓ڻψᇙωಯଥᄎΔᚥ૿ࡢࡪכݬܗ
ኙࠀመװऱᆞፖץာΔڍᄎ֖ڇᅝխᛧᚥܗΖ

าઽࠃՠ

Next, the YAP zone was re-organized
into three cells, with the Oasis cell catering to singles.
The Hingstone zone had two or three random cells
and was re-organized into three stable cells during
the summer. They met twice a month for zone nights
at BOSS and twice as cells in different homes.
Finally, the Carmel cell grew steadily. Close to 40
people attended their Christmas celebration. They
were divided into three sub-groups during the Word
and Witness periods of their cell meetings. Ken and
Jessie Lee, together with their previous cell, have
joined Carmel. In 2010, we will be looking at
reproducing into two large cells with their respective
sub-groups.
After the reorganizations, most cells needed time for
bonding and working out their internal differences.
The cell groups placed a renewed emphasis on
praying for our Oikos in the Witness period. We antici-

ݺଚࠡխࠟଡาઽၞ۩ԱૹՕऱิޏΖআࠌ
ष؆୶ΔIGCբਊᅃچૹᄅ։Կऱิ
ΚStonebridge/BOSSΕUnionvilleΕ
Richmond Hill Ζݺଚݦඨຍࠄาઽ՛ิ౨ڇ
۞աऱषխ൷ᤛࠡխऱ୮அΔࠀ່ึ౨הڇଚ
ࢬࡺ۰ऱᔣߺխΔ࿇ཀ૿إᗨᄕऱᐙΖʳ
ࠡڻΔYAPૹิԿิΔࠡխOasisิਢറ
ߪऱᄎ֖ۖΖHingstone ڇءፋᄎழᜯ
ழ։۟ࠟګԿิΔڇ܀པཚၴբૹิԿଡࡐ
ࡳ՛ิΖהଚޢଡִࠟڇڻB OSSᜰ۩ᜤٽፋ
ᄎΔ؆ࠟڻঞڇլٵ୮அᜰ۩՛ิፋᄎΖ
૫യิچᏺ९Δڇᆣᓭᆏፋᄎழբڶല२ԼԳ
ףΖהଚፋᄎழΔڇψᇩωࡉψߠᢞωऱழၴΔ։ګ

pate these cells to grow in the near future. Our goal is
that all cells will reproduce once every three years.
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Կิၞ۩ΖޕႧഗࡉຫִᥞ֛ഡΔຑהٵଚࠐऱิ

Evangelism

բࠓԵ૫യิΖཚඨڇԲሿԫሿڣΔ૫യิᏆထࠡխ

We tried different events, such as photography and
cooking classes, concerts, drama, and EV rallies, with
varying levels of success. We believe that the most
effective approach in evangelism is through friendship. Therefore, we have turned our primary targets
towards our family members. We believe that the zeal
for evangelism will fire up if our family members come

ऱ՛ิΔ։ࠟګଡՕऱาઽ՛ิΖʳ
ᆖመຍᑌऱૹิΔՕڍᑇาઽ՛ิຟᏁԫழၴࠐ৬
مᣂএΔᗣڼٽऱฆΖาઽ՛ิૹᄅൎᓳڇፋᄎऱ
ψߠᢞωழၴΔᄅ֖ࣛᡷܫΖݺଚ
ቃཚຍࠄ՛ิᄎኬኬګ९Δࠀݦඨา
ઽ՛ิޢԿڣཷԫڻΖʳ

܉ሐࠃՠ
ݺଚ܂መլ૿ֱٵऱቫᇢΔࠏڕΚ᥊
ᐙఄΕ෪堤ఄΕଃᑗᄎΕᚭᏣΕ܉ሐ
ᄎΔᅝխڶլٵ࿓৫ऱ࣠யΖݺ
ଚઌॾ່ڶயऱ܉ሐֱڤਢ֖ᓩ܉
ሐΔࢬאڇႚ壂ଃऱኙွբ᠏
ٻᄎ֖ऱ୮ԳΖݺଚઌॾૉ࣠ᄎ֖ऱ

ݺଚڶৰڍႧ܂ՠऱᏆΔ
ݺଚڶৰڍႧ܂ՠऱᏆΔᑣڶԺऱڣ᎘
ԳΔ֗լឰᏺ९ऱ८ԳՓΙ
֗լឰᏺ९ऱ८ԳՓΙݺଚբګڍᄎฒ
ऱཬഘඒᄎΖ
ऱཬഘඒᄎΖʳ
We have many hardworking leaders,
vibrant young people and a growing group
in their prime time. We have become a
multi-congregation church. ʳ

୮ԳॾΔᄎࠐඒᄎऱႚ壂ଃᑷΖ
ೝូॾഗᅮΖ

to accept Christ. We are beginning to see the results
of this approach, as an increasing number of parents
and spouses have become believers.

Ꮖಝᒭ

Leadership Training

כݬऱG12՛ิբࠡګݙխԫଡᛩᆏΔݺଚࣹૹิᨋ

ছ៓

The men’s G12 group completed a cycle of work on
spirituality and prayer. The group was re-organized
towards the end of the year, with greater emphasis
on commitment and accountability. In addition to
spiritual discipline, we added a component on cell
dynamics and church growth, since most of the participants are key leaders. Based on the initiatives of
several young cell leaders, a new group was formed
with 18 current and potential leaders from YAP and
Hingstone zones. Their training focused on the preparation and techniques of leading the Word period.
The women’s G12 group was dissolved. Pastor Liu will
focus on personal discipleship with female leaders.

ᅝݺଚছ៓ΔᆄاഘڇԲሿԫሿڣലၞԵԫଡᄅऱնڣ

Looking Forward

ࡱ৫ΖᅝݺଚڃழΔڶৰڍऱტΚᄎฒऱ᜔Գᑇڶ

As we look forward, PGC will enter into a new 5-year
phase in 2010. As we look back, we can give thanks
in many areas. The total number of members has
doubled. We have many hardworking leaders,
vibrant young people and a growing group in their
prime time. We have become a multi-congregation
church. We urgently need leadership training to meet
future challenges and capitalize on growth opportunities. The pastoring team will re-focus their efforts on
discipling potential leaders. We hope that disciple
making will become the lifestyle of all PGC leaders
within the next five years. We expect to sustain steady
growth and achieve the goal of doubling in size once
every five years.

ݺଚၲࡨߠຍଡֱڤऱ࣠யΔڂ။ࠐ။ࢨئ׀ڍ

ࢤፖᡷܫऱᖂፖᖙᒭΖࢍڣழૹิΔݺଚףޓൎᓳࡡ
ߪፖٌזΖิ࣍طڍᑇਢඒᄎᏆΔೈ᥆ᨋᖙᒭ؆Δ
ݺଚՈףԱ՛ิ೯Ժፖඒᄎᏺ९ऱփොΖڼ؆Δഗ࣍ԫ
ࠄڣ᎘ิ९ऱଠᤜΔ؆ԫิطYAPࡉHingstoneऱٚ
ิ९֗ิࠐآ९٥18ԳิګΔಝᒭፋྡྷڇาઽፋᄎψᇩ
ωழၴऱቃໂ֗ᏆΖࡪࡢऱG12՛ิբᆖޔΔኣ
ႚሐലറࣹ࣍ԫࠄࡪࡢᏆऱ॰ஈഛಝΖʳ

ԫऱᏺ९ΙݺଚڶৰڍႧ܂ՠऱᏆΔᑣڶԺ
ऱڣ᎘ԳΔ֗լឰᏺ९ऱ८ԳՓΙݺଚբګڍᄎฒ
ऱཬഘඒᄎΖؾছ່ՕऱᏁਢᏆಝᒭΔࠌݺଚ౨०
൷ലࠐऱਗᖏΔ༽ނᏺ९ऱᖲᄎΔड塄՛ิٍലૹᄅፋ
ྡྷ࣍Ꮖഛಝֱ૿Ζݺଚऱؾᑑਢڇছ૿ऱնڣփΔ॰
ஈഛಝګᆄاഘࢬڶᏆऱسݮኪΖڼڂΔݺଚཚ
ඨᄎฒ౨ജᥛࡐࡳګچ९ΔሒࠩޢնףڣऱؾᑑΖʳ
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Բሿሿڣ৫ࠝ࿙ࠃՠࡡᄎګڕՀΚٚडஃΚᆺ
डஃΙࠃՠٚΚޕ৬ഏႚሐΙࠃՠኔΚ႓Տॾݬ
כΙࠃՠܗΚܦຳᘛࡪࡢΙࠃՠࡡΚࡌޕᐝ௩ࡪ
ࡢΕ႓ᢅဇࡪࡢΕຫᡯߐࡪࡢΕ۶ຫᐝࡪࡢΕٚ
ຬፂඕࡪࡢΕຫ௯כݬΕ๗ᇸᐜટࡪࡢΖ
ڣڃΔଈ٣ਢტ壀ࡅ״႓Տॾכݬᄷໂ܂٤ႚ
ሐΔࠀൕॣڣၲࡨףԵࠝ࿙ࠃՠ܂ኔႚሐΔᚥޕܗႚ
ሐᅮᖄቸৈ֗ശਈΖࠡڻਢࠝࠄړڶ࿙ڇᖄஃऱቔᚐՀ
ᝮᓮԱٵᖂࢨ֖ࣛࠐףശਈ֗ቸৈΔᅝխڶլٵጟග
ऱ՛֖ࣛΔߠ՛ଚႚཆഗᅮऱᑷᇨΔኔਢ壀ऱ
ࠢΖٵழຍࠄᄅ՛֖ࣛऱئ׀൷ಬࠝՖཚၴΔՈၲࡨኙ
ඒᄎऱശਈტࠩᘋᔊࡉ।قፖΔࠝ࿙ശਈԳᑇۖڂᏺ
९ದࠐΔᅝխڍਢൕഏփࠐऱᄅฝاՖΖڼڂΔݺ
ଚᏁᗨᄕچൕഏഘխᝮᓮԫࠄࠐئ׀ፖࠝ࿙ശਈ
ࠃ࡚Δඒᖄຍࠄᄅฝࠝا࿙ᎁᢝഗᅮΖ
ࠝڣװ࿙ࠃՠऱૹរਢࠌࠝ࿙܂ભߠړᢞΔຘመڍց֏
ࠃՠഛߛࠝ࿙ګటኔऱᄃਈृΔᨃسࠩ۔սᇿᙟ
ऱᆬ᠋Δࠩ٠܂ᨖΖڼ֗ߠڶΔݺଚئڇᘣᆏ
ֲᜰᙄԱܗ塄รԿഏ୮ຆܺࡰࠝऱᤂཱི೯Δ
ኔᔌᣂᡖषᄎۖڶٻᏁऱԳਜղག֫Ζࠝ࿙ଚٍ׀ڇ
ᘣᆏֲܗ塄ࡰࠝᤂཱིΔཱིႈ٤ຝநᢤࡰࠝݿຆᖲ
ዌΔૹऱਢ՛ൕᤂႥऱᆖᖵխᖂࠩڕ۶ᣂᡖܑ
Գ֗אფ֨ߠ܂ᢞΖ

The 2009 Children Ministry Committee consists of the
following members: Senior Pastor, Rev. George Yip;
Ministry Director, Pastor David Lee; Pastoral Intern,
Mike Wong; Administrative Assistant, Edwina Ng;
Committee Members, Anna Lee, Sui Wong, Sui Chin,
Vera Ho, Vivian Ren, Howard Chin and Aster Choong.
In 2009, Mike Wong was called to become a full-time
pastor and joined the Children Ministry as intern. After
being encouraged by their teachers, many children
invited their classmates and friends to join our worship
and fellowship. Some of the invitees’ parents also
became interested in our worship service. As the
attendance increases and many of the newcomers
speak Mandarin, we are in urgent need of more
volunteers from the Mandarin congregation to help
us and bring the children to Christ.
The theme last year was “Mission Kids”. We nurture
the children to become heartfelt worshippers through
a diverse curriculum, teach them to be the light and
salt for the world, and train them so that they will
follow God’s footsteps as they grow older. As part of
this vision, we held a fundraising event on Mothers’
Day to sponsor children living in Third World countries,
practically helping those in need of help; another
fundraising event was held on Fathers’ Day to collect
donations for orphanage. The purpose of these
events was to teach the children how to care for
others and to be living testimony for the Lord.
To broaden the children’s perspective on worship, we
brought a group ranging from Grades 1 to 6 to
worship at a nearby park on June 14th. Through this
event they learned to
experience
God
and
f e l l o ws h i p
wi th
one
another. On the Sunday
before Thanksgiving, we
travelled
to
a
farm,
worshipped God in nature,
and
experienced
the
beauty of His creations.
After worship, each child
harvested some fruits and
brought them home.
Speaking of fruits, the
Children
Ministry
puts
emphasis on bearing fruits
of evangelism. More than
10 children accepted Jesus
as their personal Saviour at
the Easter and Christmas EV
Sunday events, and over 20
children renewed their
commitment
to
follow
Jesus. We pray that these
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Աࠌࠝ࿙ޓ౨ឩខኙശਈऱᎁᢝΔݺଚڇքִԼֲ
Ꮖထԫఄรԫ۟ք్ڣऱࠝ࿙Δॵ۟۩ޡ२ऱֆႼ܂

children will continue to mature in Christ. Rounding off
the theme of a diverse curriculum, we had a building
block competition based on stories from the Bible.

֪؆ᄃਈΔהଚᖂፖ壀ઌᘣ֗ፖٵᕦઌٌऱ
ᖲᄎΖپመ֑堩৵Δ՛ଚထᘋᕿऱ֨ൣᇿထ
۔ஃࠩڃ۩ޡඒഘΖࠩԱტᆏছऱֲΔݺଚ
٦ڻຍࠄ՛֖ࣛڜඈԱ֪؆ᄃਈ֗ள۩Ζݺଚ
Աԫᔖளሏ֣Δނ՛֖ࣛࠩؑऱԫଡ࣠
ႼΖڇᖫࣥխΔ۔ஃᏆ՛֖ࣛٻ֨ٵՂ০ዚቈ
ᄃਈΔᖂូڃՕ۞ྥΔࠆ࠹ᨬભ壀ભړऱ໌
ທΖശਈݙ৵Δࠝ࿙ޓԫದආኴᖫՂऱ࣠Δ
ထԫ៴៴ऱ࣠ኔڃ୮ΔటڶየሉۖូऱტᤚΖ
ᓫࠩ࣠Δࠝ࿙ࠃՠৰૹီࠝ࿙܉ሐΔᐠ
נየየ壂ଃऱ࣠Ζຘመᖄஃଚऱ൜֨ඒᖄΔࠝ
࿙ڇശਈֲ֗ᖂխᎁᢝળᗫഗᅮΔࣔػՂ০ऱ
ფΖڇ༚ᆏ֗ᆣᓭᆏऱ壂ଃֲխΔૉڶԼڍ
ଡᖂ࿙ॣڻ൷࠹ળᗫඑΔٵழՈڶԲԼڍଡ
ࠝ࿙٦৫ݳمԫسᇿᙟΖઐඨຍԫᆢ壂ଃ્ؔΔڇഗ
ᅮᇙऱ՛ےբൈګ९Ζ۔ஃଚٍຘመڍց֏ऱ೯
ڕᆣᆖਚࠃᗨֵֺΔᣂᡖ՛֖ࣛ֗ഛߛהଚګటኔ
ऱᄃਈृΖ
ഛߛࠝ࿙ऱՠ܂ኔڇਢᏁڍޓᖄஃऱፖΖڇִऱ
ၲᖂ៖խΔ٥ڶԼԿ۔ۯஃࢨᖄஃᛧ၌መք࡚ࠃڣऱ
ᑻणΖംࠩהଚ۶ኙඒᖄࠝ࿙ދڼڕԵழΔהଚຟٵ
ᑌڃਢڂᅝߠ՛֖ࣛڇ壀ᇩխᖂΔࡎسࠩ
ൈऱګ९ழΔהଚऱ֨㠪༉ထᣄ୲ݮאऱஙࡉቔ
ፘΔຍਢࡎسᐙࡎسऱ࣠யΖݺଚኔڇࠩຍᆢᖄ
ஃऱેΕ࢘֨֗ኙڶψܑᏁωऱࠝ࿙ऱფᥨۖტ
壀ΖޓტऱਢڇԼԫִࢍऱඒஃಝᒭఄխΔڶն
ۯഏഘऱᄅ۔ஃףԵԱࠝ࿙ࠃՠቸၷΖ܀ᣋࢬڶऱ
࿙ຟ౨ഛߛګഗᅮऱ॰ஈΔऱ壄Δࠀઐඨ܃ଚ
౨ڇᡷܫխಖ࢚ࠝ࿙ࠃՠΖ
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The task of bringing up the children requires the
participation of more teachers. 13 teachers and
instructors received recognition for serving over six
years. When asked why they have such passion in
teaching children, their responses were identical in
that they experience indescribable joy and
encouragement when they see the children mature
in God’s Word. We give thanks to God for their
faithfulness and dedication, and for the five new
teachers from the Mandarin Congregation who
joined our team. We pray that all our children will be
nurtured to become disciples of Christ. We hope that
you will remember the Children Ministry in your
prayers.

ԲሿሿڣႚڣᄎऱᠲਢψൣᢀඒωΖຍڻ೯
আࠌԱڍޓࡢࡪכݬᣂ֨ඒᄎࢬ֭ऱඒՓΔࠀኙ
ඒՓࢬڇऱՠࡉඒࠃՠڍޓڶऱᎁᢝΖඒᄎऱק
ࠃՠբၞԵԱรԿڣΔݺଚৰᘋࠩԫᆢקڇആ
ऱխഏఎᖂسኙݺଚᙄऱٺጟ壂ଃ೯ขسᘋᔊΔᅝ
խڶޓ༓ٵۯᖂ൷࠹Ա壂ଃΔຍኙݺଚࠐᎅኔڇਢᄕՕ
ऱቔፘΖ
ೈԱקࠃՠ؆ΔݺଚඒᄎڇԲሿሿࡪכݬۯڍڶڣ

The theme for our 2009 Mission Conference was
“Passion for Missions”. The purpose of the conference
was to encourage our brothers and sisters to care for
our church-supported missionaries and to gain a
deeper knowledge of their fields and their mission
ministries. For the Adoption of Unreached People
Group, our North Bay project has been in operation
for three years. We were delighted that quite a few
Chinese visa students in North Bay participated in our
EV programs, and some of them accepted God as
their personal saviour. This was indeed a great
encouragement to us.

ࡢףԱٺጟ೯Ζഘֱ૿Δڇཔཚၴڶ
Tom More ኔႚሐࡉᘕቈࢣࡪࡢ։ܑࠩመॺࡉٳዿ
ٳཎࡖΖڼ؆ٍڶᕟ⺎כݬፖԱᖂႼႚሐᄎ࠲ڇᇣ
ՕᖂཚԫଡᖂڣऱீႼ壂ଃࠃՠኔಝᒭΖᆕഘֱ
૿Δॣڣڇழڶ۶ࠕࢣࡪࡢףԱࠌृ࠰ᄎᙄऱ֣ஞ
್ࡉʳ Sudbury ՠ܂Δڶઙፇ᧙ࡪࡢڣڇփࠩመ
॒ୂףΕ፞ਂܓዿࡉխഏऱႆত࣒ࣔΖᆄاഘឈྥمګ
ԱڶᑇڣΔ܀ኙ೯ऱፖথڶᄕՕऱડ
ధΖೈԱٺ՛ิऱࡢࡪכݬৰᗨᄕދچԵקऱࠃՠ
؆Δٍࣥڶᢌဉࡪࡢڣڇխ೯ףԱ՟ऱࠃ
ՠΔᙟ৵്ᘎ્ࡪࡢՈᇿᙟԱףஞՕ٤ფ᠔᛭ࣚ೭ၷװ
ԱխഏऱՕຑৄؑ܂᠔᛭ඒࠃ࡚Ζʳ
۟࣍ඒᄎࢬ֭ऱඒՓΔڇԲሿሿנڣԱԫࠄ᧢
೯Ζଈ٣ਢޕႚቈडஃګݙڇԱᒱߋऱඒࠃ࡚৵բ१
ڍڃڍΔࠀૹᄅ൷ٚԱףஞՕဎႚ᜔იࠃۯΖڼ
؆Δ്ڂ᥀ِࣔݳՖൈംᠲط௧؆ऱՠ⅘ףࠩڃஞ
ՕΔࠡ৵ڍڇڍၲ୶ԱچءऱഏඒࠃՠΖ່৵Δ
႓֮၌डஃՈڂଡԳൈطᑉழ࣋ՀԱ௧؆ऱഛಝՠ
܂ΖඒᄎኙՂ૪༓ۯඒՓऱತਙ֭ڇԲሿԫሿڣԫ
ִದբೖַΔڇඒᄎૹإᄅढ֭ۥኙွΖ
ݺଚඒᄎڇԲሿሿ֭ڣऱࠡהඒՓץਔΚ്୮Ꮨ
डஃ֛ഡʻխဎ壂ଃࠌࡎቸʼΕᢟمडஃʻॸհᜢʼΕ᎓
ശחडஃʻڍؑৄڍᄎ)Εແדᐚፖຽᗩծ֛ഡࡉᤕ
ીඒՓʻףஞՕቜᄎʼΕڹፌؓडஃʻഏᎾࠃՠ
ᄎʼΕ Օᓡड ஃ֛ ഡࡉ ػࡣ ඒՓʻ ॳࢮ  ࠃ܄ՠ
ᄎʼΕፖ࣐៖ᑗِ᥀ʻ௧؆ഗᅮࠌቸʼΖ

Apart from the North Bay project, a number of our
brothers and sisters also participated in various shortterm mission activities in 2009. From the English
congregation, we had Tom More who went to Africa
and Joyce Siu who went to Kyrgyzstan during the
summer. Also, Leslie Lai joined IntraVersity as an intern
and was sent to minster at the UBC campus for a full
academic year. From the Cantonese congregation,
we had Joey Ho who participated in the MAM
programs organized by AFC and went to Panama
and Sudbury. Also, Liza Ki partnered with the STM
Training Centre and went to Chicago and Montreal.
She later joined the EMAS trip to the Yunnan province
in China. As for Peoples Gospel Church, although it
has been established for just a few years, we were
grateful to witness a breakthrough in its short-term
mission activities. In addition to the active participation in the North Bay project by the various cell group
members, we were glad that Ivy Lam was actively
involved in a STM trip to Sichuan, China. Later in the
year, Emily Cheung also followed EMAS and went to
Dalin and other cities in China to provide evangelical
and medical services to the needy people.
Regarding the support of missionaries, several
changes occurred in 2009. First of all, Rev. Keith Lee
returned to Toronto and became the chief secretary
of GO International Canada after completing his
mission service in Myanmar (Burma). Furthermore, Mr.
& Mrs. Che Ming Chang returned from their overseas
mission field due to a serious illness suffered by their
son. After the return to Canada, Mr. Chang
developed a local mission ministry in Toronto which
targets the Mandarin speaking group. Finally, Rev.
Wilson Wong also suspended his overseas training
ministries because of poor health. Our financial
support to the above missionaries has been stopped
as of January 2010.
The other missionaries supported by our church in
2009 include: Rev. & Mrs. Danny Cheung (CEM), Rev.
Jim Tam (SOBEM), Rev. Steve Chu (TCM), Ken &
Winfer Foster and Craig Shugart (Interserve), Rev.
Joseph Chu (SIM), Rev. & Mrs. David Lundy and Ms.
Belle Berania (AWM) and Mr. & Mrs. John Elliot (OMF).

ႚࠃՠ · ๕୮ဎ
Missions · Edward Mok
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Բሿሿڣਢ٤८ᘜ௧ऱԫଡᥛΖৰڍഏ୮ຟለ
אছᒡܺΔۖኙԫࠄߪءբᆖৰຆᒡऱഏ୮ۖߢΔףޓ
ਢຳՂףញΖ֚߀ᖩጞ൷ԲຑԿچ࿇سΔԫଡᏈଅ൴
ΔߨޱԱৰ֗ৢࢪڍ۰ڇᅝխऱ࠹୭ृΔٍທױګ
ࢢऱੋੌࡉ՞ࣽႜើΖ
ڇመװ༓ڣխΔࡢࡪכݬຟካ༩چਜղΔچٺ࿇
سऱ߀ᣄᤂཱིΖڍڍဎԳ壂ଃඒडٵՠቸৈࡅᩃฒဎ
Գ ඒ ᄎ ᚥ  ܗΔ  ݺଚ ტ   Δ    Ꮘ ଅ ᎐ ߀ ᤂ ࠩ Աʳ
$4,140Ζຘመ៶ᆠᔄΔݺଚٍഏᎾቸၷऱဗ৳ᎏᣂ
ࠃՠᤂ $589Ζ
ഘᜰ۩Աڣޢԫ৫ऱψ墋境ԿԼω೯Δۖࠡהᄎ
ഘऱٍࡢࡪכݬቔᚐղࠝ࿙ܗ塄ૠቤΔࠡխڶԶଡ
ਢᄅܗ塄ृΖ
۞ڣװִΔषᣂ՛ิᜤٵ壂ؔࠝႼኔ۩Աԫႈᇢ᧭
ૠቤΔټψ壂٤ۥԳسૠቤωΖຍૠቤ༼ࠎԫଡإ
૿֗᠆༄ऱᓰ塒ᛩቼᨃࠝ࿙ګ९Δ៶֗אထᚨشᆣᆖխ
ऱᏝଖᨠࡉԫࠄൣፃཕՂऱᇷறΔࠌהଚ౨ജڼઌ
ٌΖڼૠቤٍץਔ֜ᄕఄΔรԲߢఄࡉ෪堤
ఄΔࠐ֧ܮ୮९ףΖݺଚڇຍࠃՠՂࣚࠃऱࡪכݬ
ࡢტΔࠀઙޣ壀౨Ꮖຍૠቤऱࠐآ࿇୶Ζ
ݺଚڇψᐼጆࠅܓഗ८ᄎωᜰᙄऱფ֨ᕀฏ೯խ᜔٥
گႃԱԲڍۍଡᕀฏΖឈྥݺଚڶৰ֟ऱழၴංᐖ
ՠ܂Δࠀ૿ڇإኙထᆖᛎՂऱਗᖏΔګ܀ᜎࡸጩחԳየ
რΖ

The year of 2009 was a continuation of the global
financial crisis. Most countries became poorer, and
the poor countries were hit even harder. Natural
disasters continued to cause massive damages. A
typhoon dashed across Taiwan, washed away houses
with victims and caused horrid torrents and
mudslides.
Over the years, brothers and sisters gave generously
in response to the disasters in other parts of the world.
The Toronto Chinese Evangelical Ministerial Fellowship
appealed to Chinese churches for help. We thank the
Lord that $4,140 was raised for Taiwan typhoon relief.
We also raised $589 for the International Teams
Philippines Tender Ministry through a book sale event.
The English congregation held their annual 30 Hour
Famine. Brothers and sisters in other congregations
were encouraged to participate in the child sponsorship program. We had 8 new sponsors.
Since last September, the Social Concern Committee
has been working on a joint pilot project with Grace
Christian School called Grace Enrichment Hub (GEH).
GEH provides a positive and enriching after-school
environment, which helps kids grow and interact with
each other through the application of biblical values
and EQ material. The project also includes Tai Chi, ESL
and cooking classes to reach out to the parents.
Thank God for the brothers and sisters who are serving
in this ministry. We pray that God will provide
guidance.
More than 200 shoeboxes were collected for the
Operation Christmas Child event by Samaritan’s
Purse. Given that we only had limited time to
promote the event and the financial challenges we
faced, the result was satisfactory.

ᙲൈխ֨ऱ۔൶೯ਢݺଚࠡխԫႈᥛၞ۩ऱࠃ
ՠΖݺଚტנࢼࡢࡪכݬழၴ൶ඨ९ृΔނᑗ֗壂
ଃהଚΖڇࡢࡪכݬტᆏऱψᗉჃषωଇढႥந
೯խՈ֘ᚨᑷ௺Ζʳ
ൈ壂֨ൈ࠰ᄎᜰᙄԱԫଡՠܽ܂Δᝑਢࠐ۞ࠢ
ഘऱԫۯᆖ᧭᠆༄ऱᥨՓΔৰڍृףຟᤚຍՠܽ܂
ৰࡉشڶࠩᚥܗΖݺଚٍၲ࣋Աඒᄎऱਜ᧯܂شᖙ
ࢨࠡה೯شຜΖຍࠄ೯Աݺଚڍᖲᄎאળᗫհ
ݺࠃࣚټଚऱषΖ
ڇषᣂ՛ิऱᕻ܉ठՂڶԫࠄܗ塄ࠝ࿙ऱભᣝ૿֞Δᨃ
ݺଚߠψᐧᐨᒡऱΔԯਢ༇ᄃωʻᒥ14Κ31ʼऱඒ
ᖄΖਜղڶᏁऱԳ౨ജಘ壀㰱Δຍࠄࠝ࿙ߠᢞԱݺ
ଚऱܘԺΔല؈ඨ᧢ݦګඨΔނ႞֏ڜᐣΖᅝݺଚ
ڃᚨ壀ऱᐧᐨΔݺଚঁᆖᖵထటإ᥆֚ऱᑗΖ
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षᣂ՛ิ ·ʳຫᗩᎌ
ʳຫᗩᎌ
Social Concern · Conrad Chanʳʳ

Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care visitation is one of
our ongoing ministries. We thank the brothers and
sisters who took time to serve the seniors. We brought
joy and the gospel to many of them. Brothers and
sisters were also responsive to the Lighthouse
Community Centre food drive during Thanksgiving.
Hong Fook Association held a workshop for its
participants. The speaker was an experienced nurse
from GCGC. Many found the workshop informative
and helpful. We also opened up our church facilities
for physical exercise and other activities. These events
presented us with opportunities to serve our
community in Jesus’ name.
The beautiful faces of our sponsored children on the
Social Concern bulletin board are illustrations of the
verse “Whoever is kind to the needy honours
God” (Pr 14:31). Giving to the poor pleases the Lord.
These children witnessed our efforts to convert

ᆕഘԲሿԫሿڣऱᠲਢψഄᗑળᗫΔ٤֨僘ωΖ
壀ట֨ᣂᡖຆᒡऱԳΔԱᇞהଚ૿ֲޢኙऱਗᖏΖᨃݺ

desperation into hope and sorrow into comfort. When
we respond to God’s compassion, we experience the
true heavenly joy in Him.

ଚຍᆢԳᡷܫΔࠀᎮಖψਜֺ࠹ޓڶ壂ωΖʳ
ʻஈ20Κ35ʼʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻຫᗩᎌʼʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

The theme for the Cantonese congregation in 2010 is
“Devoted to the One and Only Jesus”. God really
cares about the poor and understands the daily
challenges they face. We should pray for these
people and remember that “it is more blessed to give
than to receive.” (Ac 20:35)
(Conrad Chan)

ᑔڙຝʳ
ᑔڙຝʳ

Building

ᤨశ൯൯Δࠢ㇊㑆Ꮗޟ㔼ੌޠᮝቝㇱౌᐕᄙΔᤚᤨ
ଘ⠨ᘦㅌ⼨⾫ੌΖ⋧ାᦩ⥝⼖ᚲឣㆬ⊛ធੱΔ
ดⷐ๔⺉ಾ൩⇧㗡৻ଢⴕੌΖ

Time passes quickly, as I have already “occupied”
the Building Department for more than two years.
The time has come for me to think about stepping
down from my position. I believe God will wisely
choose my successor. I need to be careful when
passing the baton to this chosen person.

ወᚒૼ䁾Δᄺᤚ৻ፒᎎ⊛⓰〝Δܻਛᄳ㔈⌕⧰㔍Ε
⚗῭Εᘷ்ቅ༞Δᤨ↟⥋ᦨⷫ⊛ੱ੦ਇᦩ⺬⸃Ζૉ
⇧ᗐᗲᚒ⊛ਥ੦ᤚ₡⥄৻ੱቴ㚍ዦ⑨๔ΔᏯ⊛
ᓐᓧΕ㓷ฦ⚂⠜ㇺ⌧⌕ੌΔ₈ᄢᦝ⾬ੌ⼖Δᚒᚲᛚ
ฃ⊛⧰ᬩ▚↟㤘Ζ
࿁㘈ᦨㄭචᄙᐕ೨ᕲౖၴᄺ⊛ㅡਠᣣሶΔܻᔃኪ
లṩੌᗵᕲΔ࿃ὑਗᴎᚒ㆙㔌Δ⠰ᤚᦝട⊛ⷫ
ㄭΖ₈⸥ᓧᚒ㓲り࿁᷼Ꮏ೨⊛ᨱ৻ᄤΔ৻ਗ⢋
ᚩᄙᤨ⊛ᒉఱ㆘⛎ᚒ৻႙ೞ⌕ ⊛ޠ〔⿷ޟඝΔ↣ᰴ⚦
⼛ᤨㇺᦩᚒ⊛⌒⌢♱♟ૼ⠰ਇ⢻⥄Ζᚒᦝᗵ⻢
⾦ਅ㖸ᮔΖดⷐ໒Εᜆᚗᒩቢ৻ੜຠᅤห㔕ᓀ⊛
⸽ᓟΔᔅ⢻ዂᚒᓬή⋘⊛ᘷ்ਛ⸃㛿ૼΔਗᐔ
ᚒ৻ಾ⊛ᕉᕱΖ
ᧃੌΔ㗿ᗧീ↣৻ᄺਥ⊛ੱ ൮⥄Ꮖ ⷐಠ⻞
ඬᔋ⠴Ζ࿃ὑᚲⒶ⼭⻞ᔘᔃ⊛ੱΔ੦࿃৻ᰴ
⊛ਇାਇዅὑ⡛⠰☨Ꮙᠯ⏥᳓Δᦨ⚳ዉ⥌ઁ
ᧂ⢻ㅴᚲᙥ⸵⊛ㄸධ⟤Ζʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻඩ࿇ዊʼʳ

In my opinion, serving God is like walking on a
rugged and narrow path. We experience suffering, conflicts, sorrow and loneliness in the process.
Sometimes even the people closest to us do not
understand our feelings. However, I realize that my
Lord prayed alone in Gethsemane, because Peter, James and John were all sleeping, and Judas
had betrayed him. Therefore, the pain that I endured means very little.
Looking back at the days when I first served at
GCGC more than 13 years ago, my heart is full of
thanksgiving. My experiences have drawn me
closer to God. I remember one day before I
returned to work in Hong Kong, when a long-time
comrade handed me a plaque with the word
“footprints”. Every time I meditated on the
message of this plaque, my eyes would start to fill
up with tears. I really thank God for creating music.
After I sing or play some great songs or hymns, I
always feel like I am released from endless sorrow,
and all my hatred is gone.
Finally, my advice to anyone serving God
(including myself) is that they should always be
humble and patient. Even though God’s servant
Moses was faithful, he disobeyed God at Meribah
by striking the rock for water. As a result, Moses
was not allowed to enter the promised land of
Canaan.
(Donald Leung)

ᑔڙຝʳ·
ᑔڙຝʳ ඩ࿇ዊ
Buildingʳʳ· Donald Leung ʳ 29

ᇷಛ֗ᐙଃࠃՠ ʳ

Information Technology & Audio Visual

ࠢഘऱᇷಛ֗ᐙଃຝ၇֗ፂଥඒᄎࢬࠌشऱᕴޗΖ

GCGC's IT & AV Department purchases and
maintains technologies used by the church. During
this past year, the IT & AV Department was involved in
the following major activities:

ڇመװऱԫڣΔᇷಛ֗ᐙଃຝղԱאՀऱ೯Κ
• ඒᄎጻీբૹᄅሎ܂ΔڼጻీᨃႚሐԳࡉٵՠֱঁ࣍
࿇܉ԫࠄᣂ࣍הଚࠃՠऱஒΖԿଡᄎഘऱᝑሐຟױ
ൕጻܿ༈ބࠩΔۖᄅऱᝑሐٍᄎޢڇၜ࿆ՂጻΙ
• ᆄاഘ၇Աԫຝ֫༼ሽᆰΙ
• ԫຝଡԳሽᆰڇԬ៖ഘگ܂شᙕശਈመ࿓Ι
• ၇Աࠟຝ୴ދᕴࠐཙང߷ࠄբᄤᡏऱΙ
• ڜᇘԱԫຝפڍ౨ᐙٱᖲΔ౨ࠌᙄֆሽᆰ֗ൿ༴ᕴ
ڶ٨פٱ౨Ι
• ګݙԱࣔڜڣᇘ៖ഘ୴ދᕴऱૠቤ֗ᕴޗ၇Ζ
ڇԲሿԫሿڣΔڼຝ॰ലᄎૠቤឩךΔࠀࢵႥᄎฒ࠰ܗ
༼ࠎ૿ֱٺऱݾࢤ֭གΖʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻ۶ᔃ )

ʳ
ʳ

• The church website (www.gcgcny.org) was rebuilt.
The site provides an easy way for pastors and their
staff to post information about their ministries.
Sermons for all three congregations are available
online and new ones are posted weekly.
• A laptop computer was purchased for PGC.
• A personal computer was used for Sanctuary B
worship recording.
• Two projectors were purchased to replace those
that were damaged.
• A new multi-function photocopier was installed. It
enables printing from office computers and
scanning.
• Planning and equipment purchase were
completed for next year’s sanctuary projector
installation.
For 2010, the department will be looking to expand
and recruit volunteers to help provide technological
support in various areas.
(Kevin Ho)

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

壂ؔࠝႼʳ
壂ؔࠝႼʳ
ֲၴؔࠝᥨխ֨
ψᨃ՛ࠩݺຍ㠪ࠐΔլᆃַהଚΔڂڇ壀ഏ
ऱΔإਢຍᑌऱԳΖωʻױ10Κ14ʼʳ
ᅝ壂ؔࠝႼ०൷ԲሿԫሿڣऱᄅਗᖏழΔݺଚຟ᧫ቮ
壀ڇመװԫڣኙؔࠝႼऱఴ壂Ζݺଚࢬ༼ࠎऱքԼԲଡ
ᖂᠰᤉᥛ堷ࡉΔࠀፂԱᔚଢټΖݺଚૠቤឩ୶
ਜࠌؔࠝႼ౨ജ༼ࠎ၌መԫۍଡᖂᠰΖཚඨৱᇘଥګݙ
֗ຏመਙࢌᛀ৵Δຍؾᑑ࣍ױԲሿԫሿڣִሒګΖ
ԫֱ૿Δݺଚإଢ৳ஃؔࠝႼعᓮګᗑمቸ
᧯Δ֗א౻ᚵڶᣂऄ৳່֮ٙנ܂৵ࡳூΖʳ
ೈԱඒߛ֗ഛ塄ՀԫזΔചࠃᄎՈެࡳຘመ壂ؔࠝႼ
ऱࠃՠං۩؆୶೯ΖܦڇᣂભᏕࡪࡢऱጥࡉᏆᖄ
ՀΔݺଚܘԺچഛߛᖂسΔڇ֗אլٵऱٽխ؆୶൷
ᤛהଚऱ୮९Ζʳʳʳ
Բሿሿڣ壂ؔࠝႼ೯ᐽڕՀΚʳ
• مᇷᄭᎹΔ୮९ױଗᔹࢨᨠڶᣂᘣ֗ൣፃጥ
ऱᤄ֗ᐙଃ፹܂Ζڼڇტඒᄎ֗႓ሒᑽ᠔سநנ
ऱढᇷΙʳ
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ᇷಛ֗ᐙଃࠃՠ · 壂ؔࠝႼʳ
壂ؔࠝႼʳʳ
IT & AV · Grace Christian School ʳ

Grace Christian School
Day Nursery
“Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder
them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as
these.” (Mk 10:14)
We were amazed by God’s blessings over the past
year as Grace Christian School (GCS) welcomes the
new challenges ahead. We continued to have a full
capacity of 62 students and maintain a waiting list.
We plan to expand our facilities to accommodate
more than 100 students. This goal will be achieved in
September 2010 after renovations and final government inspections are completed. On the other hand,
we are still waiting for our lawyers to finalize the
drafting of bylaws and the application for GCS to
become a separate legal entity.
Besides educating and nurturing the young, the
church board decided to launch outreach activities
through the GCS ministry. Under the leadership and
supervision of Mrs. Mee Fung Ng, our team worked
diligently with the students and reached out to the
parents on numerous occasions.
The following are highlights of the Day Nursery in 2009:
• A resource corner has been set up to allow parents
to borrow books, CDs and DVDs on parenting and

• ޕڇႚሐऱਐ֧ՀΔᆕഘऱᘣ՛ิ࠰ࠝؔܗႼऱ
ᖂس୮९ᎁᢝඒᄎ֗าઽ՛ิΙʳ
• ؔࠝႼऱᖂ࣍سքִԼֲڇᆕഘ֗ഏഘऱֲ

•

ശਈխ।ዝԱԫଈዚڴΔڍᖂس୮९݁ஂנڶΙʳ
• ݺଚፖԫၴխ֮ഗᅮඒ܂ٽᜰᙄ୶Δᖂس୮९
ڇאױ୶խ၇ᤄΙʳ
• ඒᄎิ៣ʳ H1N1 ્ࣹ୴೯ΔؔࠝႼऱᖂس୮அ
ᝮᓮ൷࠹ࣹ୴Ιʳ

•
•

• ؔࠝႼᖂسፖᆣ䇠៖ढᕀฏႥந೯Δ٥گႃࠩԲ
ԼڍଡᕀฏΙʳ
• ٤ؔࠝႼᖂسԫٵףᆣᓭଃᑗᄎऱ।ዝΙʳ
• ࣍ᆣ䇠ᆏ֑৵ഏഘऱ९ृቸৈ֗లئ׀।ዝΙʳ
• ݺଚࠩگ୮९ࣔᄎऱʳ$530நཱིΔۖؔࠝႼٍநנ
ઌᑇᠰΔࠌ᜔८ᠰʳ$1,060Ιʳ
• ୯ཱིৱࢬڶᖂس୮९قאტΔ٥ڶ၌መԲۍԿԼ
ԳஂנΖʳ

•
•
•
•
•
•

חᛜʳ
חᛜ
חᛜ٥։ࠟิΚԫิਢԿ۟քᄣؔࠝۖΔཚ
ԼଡਣཚऱֲᛜΙ؆ԫิਢք۟ԼԲᄣࠝ࿙ۖΔ
ཚԶଡਣཚऱֲᛜΖڇ႓Տॾכݬᖜֲٚᛜጥ֗ԫ
ఄየڶფ֨֗ᣂᡖऱቸၷᏆՀΔֲᛜᛜ֖ຟፖԱৰ
ךڍየਗᖏ֗ᑗᔊऱ೯Ζຍԫڻᆖ᧭ࠌהଚฅسᣄ
ݱΖʳ
ݺଚمګԱԫଡཔཚֲᛜࡡᄎ܂ૠቤ֗ച۩೯Δࠀ
ࢵႥॹڣᏆࠐֲᛜऱֲޢሎ܂ΖڇመװڣΔ
壂ؔࠝႼࠩਙࢌᇷܗᜲ८ۖტΖݺଚ౨ജ
၌መԫॹڣۯۍԳ༼ࠎཔཚ༉ᄐᖲᄎۖტࠩᘋᕿΖݺଚ
ߠᢞထຍࠄॹڣԳऱګ९Δۖڶګޓڍᄃಇფऱ
ᏆΔڇඒᄎլࠃٵՠΕาઽ՛ิ֗ࠡิה៣խயԺΖ
ݺଚ壀᠆༄ऱࠎᚨ֗ఴ壂ۖᨬભΖʳ
壀ऱࠢജݺଚشΖ壂ؔࠝႼ۟مګطվΔತਙणउ
ຟৰΖڇየᠰऱᖂسԳᑇ֗ਙࢌࡳऱᇷܗՀΔֲ
ၴؔࠝᥨխ֨إཚৱထࠐآऱឩ୶ΖؔࠝႼإ༈ޣ
ګᗑمቸ᧯Δᓮᤉᥛຍࠃՠ֭֗ᡷܫΖʳʳʳʳʻ༡॑ʼ
ʳ
ʳ

EQ. Thanks to our church and Dr. T.Y. Wong for
donating their resources.
With Pastor Lee’s guidance, the Inter-Generation
Cells (IGC) of the Cantonese congregation
assisted students’ parents and introduced them to
our church and cell groups.
Our children performed a song on June 14th to
both the Cantonese and Mandarin Sunday
services, with many of the parents in attendance.
We organized a book fair for the parents with
books loaned from a Chinese Christian bookstore.
Parents were welcome to make purchases.
A H1N1 flu shot clinic was organized by our church.
The daycare families were invited to take the shots.
The children participated in the Samaritan’s Purse
Operation Christmas Child event. More than 20
boxes were collected in the campaign.
A Christmas concert was performed by all the kids.
A Christmas Matinee show was performed to the
Mandarin elderly fellowship and grandparents.
We received a donation of $530 from parents to
World Vision and the daycare matched the
amount for a total donation of $1,060.
A complimentary dinner was served to all parents,
with more than 230 people in attendance.

Summer Day Camp
The Summer Day Camp was run in two different
groups: 1) Nursery group – ages between 3 to 6 for 10
full weeks; and 2) Regular camper group – ages
between 6 to 12 for 8 weeks. With Mike Wong as
camp administrator and a caring staff, the campers
were engaged in many challenging and fun-filled
programs. It was a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
A Summer Camp Committee was formed to plan and
manage the activities. Youth leaders were recruited
for the day-to-day operations of the camp. For the
last nine years, GCS was grateful to receive funding
from the government to subsidize the wages of the
staff. We provided summer job opportunities for over
100 youths. We witnessed the growth and maturation
of these young people. Many have become Godloving leaders in different church ministries, cell
groups and other organizations. We praise the Lord
for His abundance supply and blessings.
God’s grace is sufficient for us. GCS has been
financially sound and stable since its inception. With
full-capacity enrollment and steady government
subsidies, the Day Nursery is looking forward to future
expansion. As we seek independence from the
church, please continue the support and prayers for
this ministry.
(Simon Tse)

ʳ
ʳ

壂ؔࠝႼ · ༡॑
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壂٤ۥԳسૠቤʳ
壂٤ۥԳسૠቤʳ ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ʳ

ݺଚઌॾڇ᥆ᨋऱञᖏխΔݺଚތጹޢଡᖲᄎΔຘመ
षᄎࣚ೭؆୶ࠩषΖሒࠩאՂؾऱΔᓰ塒ڮጥૠቤ
ਢࠡխԫଡ່ऴ൷່֗ڶயऱֱऄΖʳ
ڶګݙڣװڇᣂᓰ塒ڮጥૠቤऱᓳ৵Δݺଚ࿇ष
ኙࣚڼ೭ऱᏁޣΖࠩചࠃᄎਬࠄګ֗୮அඒ
डऱ֭৵ΔݺଚڣװڇԶִٻඒᄎചࠃᄎ༼נԱሎ܂
ࣚڼ೭ऱ৬ᤜΔࠀᛧചࠃᄎຏመΖʳ
ڼڂΔ壂٤ۥԳسૠቤঁ࣍ڣװִၲࡨࣚ೭Ζݺଚ
ࠩگ၌መԲԼଡڮጥऱ࿆ಖΔۖؓ݁ڶ֚ޢԼ۟Լଡ
ᖂسፖΖ᜔ਔࠐᎅΔݺଚ൷ᤛԱԮଡॾآऱ୮அ֗
ଡ᧯ΔࠀڶԿଡᆠՠΖʳ
ݺଚტᨃݺଚ౨ፖຍࠄࠝ࿙֗ګԳ։ࠆ壂ଃΔהଚ
ࠄڶਢࠐ۞ధᅷ୮அऱΖ۟࣍ഗᅮஈ୮९ֱ૿Δݺଚຘ
መ႓ሒᑽ᠔سऱᘣᓰ࿓ᇷறΔඒᖄהଚאᆣᆖঞ֗
Ꮭଖࠐड塄הଚऱՖΔ৻֗אᑌյઌ֭Ζʳ
ԫֱ૿Δݺଚऱ୮९֭གࣚ೭Δץਔ֜ᄕ֗ร

Grace Enrichment Hub
We believe that in fighting the spiritual battle, we
need to grab each and every opportunity to reach
out to the community through social service.
After-school activity is one of the most direct and
effective ways to achieve this objective.
After conducting an after-school service survey last
summer, we found that the demands were high in our
community. With the support of certain board
members and the family zone pastor, we proposed
the idea of running such a service to the church
board in August and it was accepted.
As a result, Grace Enrichment Hub (GEH) was
introduced in September 2009. We received more
than 20 registrations, with an average of 10 to 14
students attending per day. In total, we reached out
to seven families and individual participants plus three
volunteers who have yet to accept Christ.
We praise the Lord for our ability to share the gospel
with the kids and adults, some of whom are from
broken families. For Christian parents, we teach them
how to raise their children with biblical teachings and
values based on Dr. T.Y. Wong’s parenting courses,
and how to support one another.

ԲߢఄΔ֧ܮԱᑇۯ୮९֗ଡܑԳՓࡳஂנچΖה
ଚழإᇿݺଚભఄऱᖄஃףඒᄎऱֲശਈ֗า
ઽ՛ิΖʳ
ڶᣂ壂٤ۥԳسૠቤऱᖂփ୲Δᖂڇسԫଡ֗૿إ
ഛߛګ९ऱᛩቼՀ৬۞م৳ऱክΕسݾ౨ΕሐᐚᏝ
ଖ֗ԳᎾᣂএΖٵழΔࠐ۞ԼԫፖԼԲ్ڣऱᆠՠٍᖂ
࿇୶Ꮖᖄ؏ݾΔᏺ֨ॾ۞ףΔᝐ࠲ኪ৫ࡉܑ֗Գ
ऱტ࠹Ζʳ
ڇ᥆ᨋၞ୶ՂΔԫ్۟ڣऱࠝ࿙ڶᖲᄎᖂፖ壀ڶᣂ
ऱਚࠃΔ֗ڇլٵൣउՀሎشᆣᆖवᢝΖնא్֗ڣՂ
ऱࠝ࿙ڇਣཚնऱܑ೯խᖂᇞᆣᆖሐΖʳ
ݺଚٍીԺ࣍چءषऱषᄎࣚ೭Ζຘመ壂٤ۥԳس

On the other hand, our parent support service, which
includes Tai Chi and ESL classes, has attracted several
parents and individuals to attend regularly. They
along with our art class instructor are currently attending Sunday service and cell groups of our church.
In terms of the learning at GEH, students develop selfdisciplinary routines, life skills, ethical values and interpersonal relationships in a positive and nurturing environment. Meanwhile, student volunteers from Grades
11 and 12 learn to develop leadership skills, increase
their confidence and be humble and considerate.
As for spiritual advancement, children from Grades 1
to 4 have the opportunity to learn Bible stories and
exercise their knowledge throughout the program.
Children from Grades 5 and up learn about Christian
apologetics during the Special Friday Talk sessions.

ૠቤࢨፖࠡהဎԳषቸ᧯܂ٽᜰᙄऱ೯Δݺଚڶᖲ
ᄎ൷ᤛࠩৰڍ୮அ֗ଡ᧯Δܑਢࠐ۞խഏऱᄅฝاΖʳ
ڂ壂٤ۥԳسૠቤսڇᇢ᧭ऱၸΔࢬݺאଚ༼ࠎ
ऱࣚ೭ᔆైᑉழፖሒࠩؾᑑսྥڶԫ၏ᠦΖڼழΔݺ
ଚᄎጐԺየߩृףऱᏁ֗ٻष؆୶ΖᔏԵᇢ᧭ร
ԫڣऱ່৵ԫଡᖂཚΔݺଚڇழऱሎࠐآ֗܂ऱ࿇୶
ሁ݁૿ֱٻᤉᥛ༈ޣ壀ऱਐ֧Ζʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʻᇸᐜટʼ
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We are also committed to social service in our local
community. Through GEH and co-hosting future
events with other Chinese community groups, we
have the potential to reach out to many families and
individuals, especially the new immigrants from China.
Because GEH is still in the experimental stage, we
have a long way to go before we can reach our capacity and provide high quality service. In the mean
time, we will try our best to satisfy our participants and
reach out to the community. We will continue to seek
the Lord’s guidance in the future.
(Aster Ka)

壂ؔࠝႼ · 壂٤ۥԳسૠቤ
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ψݺԫسԫڶؘ༡სფᙟထݺΔݺ۰ڇળࡉဎ

“Surely goodness and love will follow me all the days
of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD
forever.” (Ps 23:6)

ऱᄥխΔऴࠩةΜωʻᇣ23Κ6ʼ
ڇԲሿሿڣΔݺଚڇ壀ऱᏆՀߠԱ᳸ऱՕࡉ᠆
༄ऱఴ壂Ζڇᆖᛎ೯႖հխΔຍऱᒔਢᔼᦾऱԫڣΖྥ
ۖΔחԳ᧫࡛ऱਢൄ၄࡚սۍڶٝհԼԫऱᏺ९Ζݺ
ଚݠڣڇᛧઆ塒հ؆Δޓᚍ堚Ա5172Major
Mackenzie Drive ؼچऱਊ༿Ζݺଚኙ壀ऱ࡛܂ݎტ
ࠩ᧫ฆΔՈტᖿࡢࡪכݬऱᥔ੪࡚Ζ
ݺଚ壆ۯडஃΕᏆ֗ࡢࡪכݬऱࠃ࡚Εࡡߪࡉ࢘֨
ۖტΖඒडٵՠڶᆺडஃΕຫडஃΕᘕडஃΕޕႚ
ሐΕኣႚሐΕਲႚሐΕٚႚሐ֗ܦႚሐΙۖኔႚሐঞ
ڶʳ Tom MoreΕ႓ՏॾΕᢅఉྐྵΕੋ׆ෘ֗ߕ࣪Ζݺଚ
ٍᦟ०ඒᄎ۩ਙიࠃᢟጽဉൕขխࠐڃΖ
ඒᄎചࠃאڶՀԼԲۯΚ႓ሒྺΕޕႧഗΕᔥݳဎΕ
༡॑ΕᢟદߐΕ๗ഏൎΕ۶ᔃΕຫᗩᎌΕ്֮ࣟΕ႓
້ඝΕᢟშᇨ֗ඩ࿇ዊΖ
ႚ壂ଃࡉ؆୶ຍֱࠟ૿ؾڇছսڇژထਗᖏΔ֠ࠡਢڇ
ᆕഘΖڇԲሿԫሿڣΔݺଚઙޣ壀ᤉᥛࠎᚨԫࠄڶཕ
ᐝ֗ฆွऱႚሐԳࡉᏆΔᨃהଚڇլٵऱࠃՠՂ౨࢘
֨چפګࡉچᏆထݺଚऱᄎฒΖʳ

ੑ㔖㔖ֲڣശਈᝑ
ੑ㔖㔖ֲڣശਈᝑʳ
ֲڣശਈᝑʳ
ᧄၴ’Ꮷ
Pastors/Speakers
ᧄၴ’Ꮷ⻠ຬOur
⻠ຬ
㊉⺆ၴ
Cantonese

⧷⺆ၴ
English

We saw God’s greatness and abundant blessings
throughout 2009. It was indeed a tremulous year
amidst the global economic upheaval. However,
amazingly we had an 11% increase in the General
Offering. We had a surplus at year-end and paid off
the mortgage of our land on 5172 Major Mackenzie
Drive. We marvel at God’s work and are grateful for
the sacrificial offerings from our brothers and sisters.
We are thankful to our pastors, leaders, brothers and
sisters for their service, dedication and faithfulness.
The pastoral team consists of Rev. Yip, Rev. Chan,
Rev. Siu, Pastor Lee, Pastor Liu, Pastor Or, Pastor Ren
and Pastor Goh, with Tom More, Mike Wong, Lok-Kei
Law, Edwin Wang and Samuel Xiao serving as interns.
We also welcome the return of Queenie Ko, our
church administrator, from maternity leave.
The church board currently consists of the following 12
members: Tat-Kwan Wong, Ken Lee, Eddie Tang,
Simon Tse, Judy Hum, Kwok Keung Choong, Kevin Ho,
Conrad Chan, Paul Zhang, Hoyston Wong, Alfred Tam
and Donald Leung.
Evangelism and outreach are areas which present
constant challenges, especially for the Chinese
congregation. We pray that God will continue to
provide our pastors and leaders with wisdom and
vision, so that they can lead our members faithfully
and successfully in the various ministries in 2010.

2009 Sunday Worship Speakers
ᄖૼ⻠ຬOutside
Speakers
ᄖૼ⻠ຬ

⪲’ᏧΕ㒸’ᏧΕ⭤’ᏧΕᩅொΕʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ㤛ᑪ⏥’ᏧΕඟᙥᲦඳ჻Εᬢቑ㛊Ε㤛ᢥΕᓄஉ⾫’ᏧΕ
᧘ொ
ዋΕPeter YeungΕ᧘உΕ㤇ᝄ᭢’ᏧΕ㈕᧘⟤ᅢΕ
Rev. Yip, Rev. Chan, Rev. Siu,
ༀᔘ’ᏧΕ㤛☍’ᏧΕഏኅᢩொ
Pastor Or, Pastor Lee
Peter Yeung, Jonathan Snowball, William Lee,
᳃’ᏧΕਇ’Ꮷ
Rev. Richard J. Konieczny, Raymond Robyn,
Rev. Lippman, Pastor Goh
Matt Silver, Che Ming Chang, Marion Chang

⺆ၴ
Mandarin

છொΕ⭤’ᏧΕ⪲’ᏧΕ㒸’Ꮷ
Pastor Ren, Rev. Siu, Rev. Yip,
Rev. Chan

⪦᳃ၴ
PGC

⪲’ᏧΕ⭤’ᏧΕᑓொΕ᧘ൕၮΕʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ㤛ᢥΕᧇశỈொΕ⩨ኅ⪇ΕJordan PinchesΕʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
㒸’ᏧΕ᧘ொΕ㒸Ⓨ⽕Εᩅொ
Rev. Yip, Rev. Siu, Pastor Liu,
Ken Lee, Rev. Chan, Pastor Lee,
Conrad Chan, Pastor Or

㤇Ꮧ⌀’ᏧΕ₺ᤐ’ᏧΕഏḖ㉣↢Εᣤᑪᐔඳ჻Εʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ
ํమੳΕ₺ᵩෘΕ㤛ᢥΕRev. Bill FietjeΕʳᳯᤘ឴’ᏧΕʳ

ᓢᱞ⽕ඳ჻Εᄐ↳ಒΕ㦛㢈’ᏧΕMartin
HartleyΕ
George Boyd
㤛น㗅’ᏧΕCraig ShugartΕ⼄ຠ┙’ᏧΕ᧘ொ㗉’ᏧΕʳ
㤇ᶈΕ⻢’ᏧΕ㤇ᝄ᭢’ᏧΕRev. Bill Fietje

֮ · ܫᢟદߐʳ
ᢟદߐʳ
Secretary’s Report · Judy Humʳʳ
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ᦩᶖᕷMembership
News
ᦩᶖᕷ
ശਈஂנԳᑇʳʳWorship
Attendance
ശਈஂנԳᑇʳʳ
ᦨዋMinimum

ᦨᄙMaximum

ᐔဋAverage

㊉⺆ၴCantonese

192

271

235

⧷⺆ၴEnglish

89

245

114

⺆ၴMandarin

107

175

139

ా┬Children

78

115

85

⪦᳃ၴPGC

96

153

125

⪦᳃ၴా┬PGC Children

12

38

12

ᶐ⑥Baptism
ᶐ⑥
36th ╙ඣይ 2009/6/28) except Mandarin 㒰⺆ၴ 2009/5/31)
㊉⺆ၴ 㒸ᨋ㤀⧉Εℰ⧐Εᱏ㓁⪊Εᱏ㓁ℵΕ⻢㍪㊈
Cantonese
Lai Fan Chan, Carrie He, Faye Ou-Yang, Yvonne Ou-Yang, Cameron Ta
⧷⺆ၴ
English

⼄ᕁㅴ

⺆ၴ
Mandarin

ᦡ৻┻Εቊቝ⸒ΕᴉᆰΕ㚍ᦇ⧐Ε㒸⧣Εഏ⚃ጤΕᲑァΕ੩

Kenneth Tam

⪦᳃ၴ ᶻ⬒Ε⋝⹗ᅪΕ⩨ำ㗜Ε₺ᇩᇩΕ咗ᬩ⭲Ε⢫ⓎᕄΕྥᴗ⨐ΕᪧഹΕ㐳உΕಇ⑲⾫Ε
PGC
⻢⊖ᛚΕ₺ᶈΕ⥮ᥓ
Eilina Leung, Alison Lo, Wendy Mok, Minnie Wang, Alicia Wong, Winnie Wu,
Connie Yim, Kris Leung, Ricky Leung, Calvin Shien, Vincent Tse, Stephen Wong,
Jackson Leung
37th ╙ඣ৾ይ 2009/12/20) except Mandarin 㒰⺆ၴ 2009/12/06)
㊉⺆ၴ
Cantonese

ഏ㊼ᰨΕቃ᥊ᆭ
David Lau, King Wai

⧷⺆ၴ
English

Rudy Nakashima, Taffy Lung, Helen Chan, Santos Chan, Philip Mak, Jason Moon,
Crystal Ng, Jeremy Seto, Jenny Sun, Annette Wong, Nicholas Chang, Ronald Chan,
Clement Zhou, James Relunia, Catherine Law, Sophie Leung

⺆ၴ
Mandarin

ᦡാΕᐽᢥἋΕᐽ㗅Ε᧘உΕഏᵄΕ㚍㔐ᐔΕᧇ⭲
Charles Cao, Michelle Kang, Shunli Kang, Vivian Li, Ellen Liu, Maggie Ma,
Julia Wei Zhu

⪦᳃ၴ ᦠᇟΕ᧘ཅΕᣉஉ㛁ΕᒛᏗᾥ
PGC
Mabel Ho, Karen Lee, Patrick Sy, Angela Cheung
⪦᳃⺆ၴ
PGC Mandarin
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⮀ᢥᐔΕ᧘ᑪ⨨
David Xue, Jian Ru Li

֮ · ܫᢟદߐʳ
ᢟદߐʳ
Secretary’s Report · Judy Humʳʳ

ᇕ⑥Weddings
ᇕ⑥
ᪧഹ⥜⋝⹗ᅪΕ㈕⥜ẖΕᒛᥓ⑆⥜᧘ട
Joshua Siu & Rachel Snowball, Samuel Cheung & Sharon Chow

↢ሪాNewborns
↢ሪా
ᅚሪPink
㊉⺆ၴCantonese
⪦᳃ၴPGC
⺆ၴMandarin

↵ሪBlue
咗ᬀ⾫ᄦᇚZhi Xian & Begonia Huang

㈕ᥓ㔪ᄦᇚAlec & Mina Cheng

ᆖုᑪᄦᇚMacross & Esther Yiu
Edmund Tse & Vicky Chan

₺┙ノᄦᇚ

㚏ቝᄦᇚ



ా┬ᄺ₰Child Dedications
ሶᅚChildren
㊉⺆ၴCantonese

咗ᔃᕄRachel
咗⻞Aden

⪦᳃ၴPGC

ῳᲣParents
咗ᬀ⾫ᄦᇚZhi Xian & Begonia Huang

ᨋ⋇Kezia

ᨋ⪇ᄦᇚChris & Millie Lam

ᖂᔬSamantha

ళ㌏ᄦᇚHenry& Tracy Chow

ᨋᮔ⻞Preston Cephas

ᨋഹᶈᄦᇚRonald & Priscilla Lynn

ᨋବᦶIvan

ᨋቑᄦᇚSam & Jenny Lin

ᆖዷ⠟Justin

ᆖုᑪᄦᇚMacross & Esther Yiu

Deceased

ᬢᒛῆ⪛ᆍᆂ

มᓤᗆሗᆍᆂ⊛Უⷫ

㈓ᨋ㤀⽵⊛ῳⷫ

ਇᔒᶏᒉఱ⊛ῳⷫ

咗᧘ༀℌᆍᆂ⊛ῳⷫ

ᬢᒉఱ

咗₹Ⅳᆍᆂ⊛Უⷫ

ᨋລ⹗ᆍᆂ⊛ῳⷫ

֮ · ܫᢟદߐʳ
ᢟદߐʳ
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GCGC Calendar 2009
3 29ᣣ

Ꮕொਥᣣ

March 29

⑨ਥᣣ
4 5ᣣ

ᛔ⽺ਥᣣ

Prayer Sunday
April 5

’⠪ᜲ┙ዞ⡯ౖ⑥

Poverty Sunday
Ordination & Induction Service

10ᣣ

ฃ㔍▵

10

Good Friday

12ᣣ

ᓳᵴ▵

12

Easter

ᢛ
5

⚦⢩ዊ⚵⚵㐳⼭⾨

May (All)

Cell Leaders’ Appreciation Month

10ᣣ

Უⷫ▵

10

Mother’s Day

24ᣣ

ᦩᄢᦩ

24

Membership Meeting

31ᣣ

Ꮕொਥᣣ

31

Mission Sunday

6 21ᣣ
28ᣣ

⑨ਥᣣ

Prayer Sunday

ᶐ⑥ ⺆ 

Baptism (Mandarin)

ῳⷫ▵
ᶐ⑥ ㊉⺆Ε⪦᳃Ε⧷ᢥ 

7 26ᣣ

ᕲౖ⪦᳃྾ၴ⡧ว

8 30ᣣ

Ꮕொਥᣣ

June 21
28
July 26
August 30

⑨ਥᣣ
9 11-13ᣣ ⺆ၴԼㅳᐕᘮ
27ᣣ
10 ᢛ

␠㑸ਥᣣ
ᢎ’⼭⾨

Father’s Day
Baptism (English/Cantonese/PGC)
Joint Worship Celebration
Mission Sunday
Prayer Sunday

September 11-13
27
October (All)

Mandarin 10th Anniversary Celebration

Social Concern Sunday
Pastors’ Appreciation Month

30-1ᣣ

Ꮕொᐕᦩ

30-1

Annual Mission Conference

31

⼭㗉ཅᐕ⪇ᰮᦩ

31

Hallelujah Carnival Night

11 14ᣣ

㗔ⴿㅌୃᦩ

November 14

Leadership Retreat

22ᣣ

ᦩᄢᦩ

22

Membership Meeting

29ᣣ

⑨ਥᣣ

29

Prayer Sunday

ᶐ⑥ ⺆ 
12 20ᣣ
24ᣣ
25ᣣ
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Baptism (Mandarin)
December 20

Baptism (English/Cantonese/PGC)

24
25

Christmas Celebration (Mandarin)
Christmas Celebration
(English/Cantonese/PGC)
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PGC Calendar 2009
1 25ᣣ

ㄘᲚᣂᐕᗲ▉ඦ㙅

2 22ᣣ

Ꮕொਥᣣ

ʳʳ

February 22

3 8ᣣ

⪦᳃ၴ྾ㅳᐕᘮ

ʳʳ

March 8

22ᣣ

ᛔ⽺ਥᣣ

ʳʳ ʳ

22

Poverty Sunday

29ᣣ

⑨ਥᣣ

ʳʳ ʳ

29

Prayer Sunday

’⠪ᜲ┙ዞ⡯ౖ⑥

ʳʳ

9ᣣ

ㅽ▵

ʳʳ ʳ

9

Passover Maundy Thursday

10ᣣ

ฃ㔍▵

ʳʳ ʳ

10

Good Friday

12ᣣ

ᓳᵴ▵㖸ਥᣣ

ʳʳ

12

Easter EV Sunday

⚦⢩ዊ⚵⚵㐳⼭⾨

ʳʳ

10ᣣ

Უⷫ▵

ʳʳ ʳ

10

Mother’s Day

24ᣣ

㕍ᐕਥᣣ

ʳʳ ʳ

24

Youth Sunday

ᦩᄢᦩ

ʳʳ ʳ

Ꮕொਥᣣ⑨ਥᣣ

ʳʳ

31

ῳⷫ▵

ʳʳ

June 15

ᶐ⑥ ㊉⺆Ε⪦᳃Ε⧷ᢥ 

ʳʳ

28

7 26ᣣ

ᕲౖ⪦᳃྾ၴ⡧ว

ʳʳ

July 26

8 16ᣣ

㖸ਥᣣ␠ඟหᮔᣣ

ʳʳ

August 16

Ꮕொਥᣣ⑨ਥᣣ

ʳʳ

30

ၮᢎਥᣣ㐿ቑ⑥

ʳʳ

␠㑸ਥᣣ

ʳʳ ʳ

ᢎ’⼭⾨

ʳʳ

11ᣣ

ᗵᕲ▵ਥᣣా┬ᄺ₰⑥

ʳʳ ʳ

11

Thanksgiving & Children Dedication

23-25ᣣ

ᄢᄙᏒ㊉⺆ၭ㕆ᦩ

ʳʳ ʳ

23-25

Toronto Cantonese Revival Meeting

30-1ᣣ

Ꮕொᐕᦩ

ʳʳ ʳ

30-1

Annual Mission Conference

31ᣣ

⼭㗉ཅᐕ⪇ᰮᦩ

ʳʳ

31

Hallelujah Carnival Night

ޟᗲᔃ⑥‛⋎ޠ㖸ਥᣣ

ʳʳ

22ᣣ

ᦩᄢᦩ

ʳʳ ʳ

22

Membership Meeting

29ᣣ

⑨ਥᣣ

ʳʳ

29

Prayer Sunday

⡛⺀ોᦩ

ʳʳ

December 19

20ᣣ

ᶐ⑥ ㊉⺆Ε⪦᳃Ε⧷ᢥ 

ʳʳ ʳ

20

Baptism (English/Cantonese/PGC)

25ᣣ

⡛⺀ᘮ ㊉⺆Ε⪦᳃Ε⧷ᢥ  ʳʳ ʳ

25

Christmas Celebration

4 5ᣣ

ᢛ
5

31ᣣ
6 15ᣣ
28ᣣ

30ᣣ
9 6ᣣ
13ᣣ
10 ᢛ

11 8ᣣ

12 19ᣣ

January 25

ʳʳ

Chinese New Year Celebration Lunch

Mission Sunday
4th Anniversary Celebration

April 5

Ordination & Induction Service

May (All)

Cell Leaders’ Appreciation Month

Membership Meeting
Mission & Prayer Sunday
Father’s Day
Baptism (English/Cantonese/PGC)
Joint Worship Celebration
EV Sunday & Community Barbeque
Mission & Prayer Sunday

September 6

E&E Sunday and Celebration

13

Social Concern Sunday

October (All)

November 8

Pastors’ Appreciation Month

Shoe Box EV Sunday

Christmas EV Meeting

(English/Cantonese/PGC)
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⭄䈵ֵ㋘
⭄䈵ֵ㋘ Vision Statement
՛ิཬΔ॰ஈᏺΔ२ཆΔዊ壀ቈ
To glorify God as a cell-based church to passionately multiply disciples locally and worldwide.
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ʳ

GCGCNY 3-Year Strategic Plan

A Growing and Multiplying Church
2010

2011

2012

㊉⺆ၴCantonese

250

260

270

⺆ၴMandarin

130

145

160

⧷⺆ၴEnglish

140

150

160

⪦᳃㊉⺆ၴPGC Cantonese

135

145

155

⪦᳃⺆ၴPGC Mandarin

45

65

90

⪦᳃⧷⺆ၴPGC English

18

30

45

⪦᳃㖸ၴዂᣈੑ㔖৻ੑᐕ₡┙ 

B.
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PGC will become independent in 2012

Growing and Multiplying Disciples
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GCGCNY 3-Year Strategic Plan ʳ

2005

ʳ

2006

2007

2008

2009

ൄ၄ʳGeneral

ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ719,286 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ843,208 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ889,235

903,141

1,006,002

৬ഘʳBuilding

ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ142,141 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ264,585 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ326,028

175,898

204,069

᜔ᑇʳTotal

ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ861,427 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ1,107,793 ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ1,215,263

1,079,039

1,210,071

GCGCNY General Offering 2005-2009

࣫㋘ࠢ壂ଃഘൄ၄࡚
1,200,000

Amount
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GCGCNY Building Offering 2005-2009
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AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Executive Church Board and Congregation of
Grace Chinese Gospel Church of North York

We have audited the balance sheet of
GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK

as at December 31, 2009 and the statements of funds activities and cash flows for the year then ended.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the board. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audit.
Except as explained in the following paragraph, we conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally
accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable
assurance whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by board, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
In common with many charitable organizations, Grace Chinese Gospel Church of North York derives its
income from the general public in the form of donations which are not susceptible to complete audit verification.
Accordingly, our verification of revenue from this source was limited to accounting for the amounts recorded in
the records of Grace Chinese Gospel Church of North York and we were not able to determine whether any
adjustment might be necessary to donation receipts, assets and funds.
In our opinion, except for the effect of adjustments, if any, had donations been susceptible to complete audit
verification, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
organization as at December 31, 2009 and the results of its operations and the changes in its funds position
for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

CMR WONG CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
Licensed Public Accountant
Oakville, Ontario
April 26, 2010
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CMR Wong Chartered Accountant
1200 Speers Road, Unit 32 • Oakville • Ontario L6L 2X4
Tel: (905) 845-1408 Fax: (905) 845-5931 Toll free 1-866-324-6877

GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK
STATEMENT OF FUNDS ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31
2009

Receipts:
Offerings General
Building

$

General

Building

School

Fund

Fund

Fund

1,006,002 $
-

- $
204,069

3,361
1,009,363

1,855
205,924

2,005
3,099
548,076
68,539
621,719

5,366
4,954
548,076
68,539
1,837,006

11,145
11,914
532,288
56,616
1,691,001

Expenditures: (Note 7)

819,526

50,666

567,298

1,437,489

1,349,133

Net receipts for the year

189,837

155,258

54,422

399,517

341,868

(173,000)

223,000

(50,000)

-

-

Other receipts Miscellaneous
Interest income
School fee
Summer camp

Interfund transfer
Fund balance, beginning of year
Fund balance, end of year

$

- $
-

2008

1,006,002 $
204,069

903,141
175,898

515,266

2,113,112

274,516

2,902,894

2,561,025

532,103 $

2,491,371 $

278,937 $

3,302,411 $

2,902,893

Note: The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

Cash from (to) operation:
Net receipts for the year
Adjustments for non-cash item
Amortization

$

Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue

Cash from (to) investing activities:
Acquisition of
property, plant and equipment
Deferred government grant

Cash from (to) financing activities:
Mortgage payable

Cash and cash equivalent,
beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalent,
end of year

Building

School

Fund

Fund

Fund

189,837 $

155,258 $

54,422 $

399,517 $

341,868

11,250
201,087
(676)
808

50,666
205,924
3,905
-

6,331
60,752
3,439
(1,620)

68,246
467,763
6,668
(812)

64,655
406,523
1,949
1,608

(29,446)
171,773

209,829

(1,236)
1,348
62,683

(30,681)
1,348
444,285

(11,115)
2,448
401,413

(7,058)
(7,058)

5,696
5,696

(4,977)
(0)
(4,978)

(6,339)
(0)
(6,340)

(242,197)
(242,197)

(214,500)
(214,500)

(363,000)
(363,000)

223,445

(203,784)

164,715

Interfund transfer

$

2008

General

-

Net cash generated (applied) for
the year

2009

(214,500)
(214,500)

1,025

-

57,705

(173,000)

223,000

(50,000)

-

-

507,255

(78,790)

265,467

693,932

897,715

498,970 $

145,235 $

273,172 $

917,377 $

693,931

Note: The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

The following notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
1.

Organization
Grace Chinese Gospel Church of North York is a Christian church that promotes the Gospel of Jesus
Christ, provides worship services to Christians, and operates a Christian School. It was incorporated
under the Canada Business Corporations Act. The church is a member of the Association of Gospel
Churches (AGC). The entity is a registered charity under the Income Tax Act (Canada), as such, is
exempt from income taxes.

2.

Summary of significant accounting policies
a) Offerings Offerings are accounted for on cash basis. Pledges are not recorded as receipt until the
pledged contributions are received.
b)

Fund accounting To ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of resources available to
the church, the accounts of the church are maintained in accordance with the principles of fund
accounting. The resources for various purposes are classified for accounting and reporting
purposes into funds established according to their nature and purpose. Transfers between funds
are made when approved by the Board. The assets, liabilities and fund balances of the church are
reported in three balancing funds as follows:
1.
2.
3.

General fund is for general operating purposes.
Building fund, which represents resources for expansions, and church renovations.
School fund, which offers pre-school classes and weekday child care services, runs the
and annual summer camps.

c)

Restricted contributions General and Building funds are restricted by donors for particular general operating purposes
or for building expansion and renovation respectively. When church has incurred expenditures
in compliance with the specified restrictions, such amounts received but not yet earned are
reported as restricted deferred amounts.

d)

Donated materials and services Contributions, to the extent recognized in the fund accounts, are recorded at an approximation
of their fair market value, the church is dependent upon the ongoing support of volunteers, the value
of which has not been quantified in these financial statements.

e)

Cash and cash equivalents Cash equivalents include all highly liquid investments with original maturities within a year.

f)

Property, plant and equipment Property, plant and equipment are recorded at cost commencing in 1998. Amortization is recorded over the
useful life of the assets on the following rates and basis:
Equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Building
School leasehold improvements

- 30% on a declining balance basis
- 20% on a declining balance basis
- 4% on a straight line basis
- 10% on a straight line basis
Page 5

GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31
2009
2.

Summary of significant accounting policies (Cont'd)
f)

3.

Financial instruments The entity's financial instruments consist of cash, accounts receivable, prepaid expenses,
accounts payable and accrued liabilities, deferred capital grant and deferred revenue. Unless otherwise
noted, it is the deacon board's opinion that the entity is not exposed to significant interest,
currency or credit risks arising from those financial instruments. The fair value of these financial
instruments approximate their carrying value, unless otherwise noted.

Property, plant and equipment

Land
Building
Equipment
Furniture and fixtures
School leasehold improvements

$

$
4.

2008

Cost
1,394,302
1,263,329
138,918
70,661
8,286

Accumulated
Amortization
$
- $
312,091
105,448
51,115
5,618

2,875,497 $

474,271 $

2009
Net book
Value
1,394,302 $
951,238
33,470
19,547
2,669

2008
Net book
Value
1,393,377
1,008,524
34,547
23,187
3,497

2,401,226 $

2,463,133

Mortgage payable
2009
Mortgage payable to Royal Bank of Canada with monthly principal
payment of $5,250 plus interest at prime + 0.5%, maturing in January 2022.

$

Less: current portion

2008
- $
-

$

- $

214,500
63,000
151,500

The mortgage has been paid in full in the year.
5.

Deferred government grant
The School Fund has received funding from the City of Toronto to address the surfacing, shed, shade and fencing of the
school area. The amount shall be used before November 2007 and any surplus or unused funding has to
return to the city.

6.

Deferred revenue
All school fees collected for future period and deposits are set up as deferred revenue until the services
are rendered.
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GRACE CHINESE GOSPEL CHURCH OF NORTH YORK
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

7.

Expenditures
a) General Fund
Administration
Association dues
Books and library
Building
Cantonese ministry
Cantonese worship and Sunday School
Children ministry
Children worship and Sunday School
Contingency
English ministry
English worship and Sunday School
Finance
Mandarin ministry
Mandarin worship and Sunday School
Mission
Non-rebatable GST
Peoples Gospel Church rent
Salaries and benefits
Social concern ministry
Special events
Theological student assistance
Amortization

2009

2008

$

21,154 $
10,000
7,829
52,351
12,523
8,128
7,896
5,268
966
6,288
1,825
4,569
11,938
2,731
94,028
5,005
46,191
484,184
5,088
1,914
18,400
11,250

17,205
10,000
5,323
59,582
12,291
9,836
6,975
6,861
5,729
1,253
5,280
6,853
2,753
88,183
3,734
45,067
447,569
5,159
1,431
7,000
12,247

$

819,526 $

760,332

b)

Building Fund
Included in building expense is amortization of the building in the amount of $50,666 (2008 - $46,631).

c)

School Fund
Administration
Advertising and promotion
Field trips and outings
Meals
Miscellaneous
Non-rebatable GST
Professional fees
Salaries and benefits
Teaching materials
Telephone
Amortization

$

64,740 $
5,843
9,757
27,660
10,534
1,017
400
423,005
16,506
1,506
6,331

63,545
9,288
9,637
28,135
11,530
1,134
900
393,544
17,152
1,527
5,777

$

567,298 $

542,169

8.

Commitments
Church has issued an irrevocable Letter of Credit to the City of Toronto for landscaping, in the amount
of $37,620. This amount is available on demand up to January 31, 2011.

9.

Financial statements presentation
Certain prior year accounts have been reclassified to conform with current year financial statements presentation.
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ੑ㔖ԫ㔖
ੑ㔖 㔖 ڣඒ ᄎ  ؾᑑ ʳ ʳ C h u rc h G o a l s 2 0 1 0 ʳ
ʳ
ԫ. ܉ሐࡉඒᄎᏺ९ʳʳʳEvangelism
and Church Growth
܉ሐࡉඒᄎᏺ९ʳʳʳ
ો〓ㅴEV & Growth

ፏੱᢞ
Worship Attendance

ᔒDecisions

〓ㅴFollow-ups

㊉⺆ၴCantonese

20

10

250

⺆ၴMandarin

30

20

130

⧷⺆ၴEnglish

14

14

140

⪦᳃㊉⺆ၴPGC Cantonese

20

16

135

⪦᳃⺆ၴPGC Mandarin

10

8

45

⪦᳃⧷⺆ၴPGC English

5

4

18

ʳ
Բ. าઽ՛ิࠃՠʳʳʳCell
Groups and Fellowship Ministry
าઽ՛ิࠃՠʳʳʳ
㊉⺆ၴ
Cantonese

⺆ၴ
Mandarin

⧷⺆ၴ ⪦᳃㊉⺆ၴ ⪦᳃⺆ၴ
English
PGC Cantonese PGC Mandarin

G12 㐷ᓤDisciples

28

12

11

16

ዊ⚵Cell Groups

22

14

12

14

⚵㐳Cell Leaders

28

18

24

32

4

ʳ
Կ. ࠝ࿙ΰ
(GCGC)
ࠝ࿙ΰࠢഘαʳʳʳ
ࠢഘαʳʳʳChildren
αʳʳʳ
1. 8 ݳެۯΕ20 ۯ٦ᒔᎁॾ֨ʳ

ʳʳʳʳ

8 decisions, 20 re-confirmations

2. 5 ۯᄅඒஃΕ5 ۯᄅശਈᏆʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ 5 new teachers and 5 new worship leaders
3. 10 ࠝࡎࠌۯ࿙ʳʻࡡߪ൷࠹ોሐಝᒭʼʳʳ 10 Mission Kids (committed to EV training)

52

ੑ㔖ԫ㔖
ੑ㔖 㔖ڣඒᄎؾᑑʳ
ڣඒᄎؾᑑʳ
Church Goals 2010ʳʳ

